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Burs Carbide
Bur Holders / Blocks

   ALUMINUM BURS BLOCK HOLDERS - SHARK
ALUMINUM BURS BLOCK HOLDERS - SHARK

Dental Aluminum 15 holes high speed disinfection dental burs holder
resistant to high temperature and pressure

Code Name Price +
123040 221#Alluminum Bur Blocks 10 ra & 5 Fg holes for sterilizing 15pcs  #221# US$ 4.86 +Info

123039 211#Alluminum Bur Blocks 10 fg & 5 Ra holes for sterilizing 15pcs  #211# US$ 4.86 +Info

416691 212#Alluminum Bur Blocks 18 HP holes for sterilizing  #212# US$ 7.02 +Info

113764 aluminum Burs Block Holder 15 hole FG Blue 1 each #ABB-BE-1 US$ 4.58 +Info

113766 aluminum Burs Block Holder 13 holes RA Red 1 each US$ 4.16 +Info

123041 212#Alluminum Bur Blocks HP 18 holes for sterilizing 18pcs  #212# US$ 7.34 +Info

123389 aluminum Burs Block Holder 15 holes HP 1 each US$ 9.37 +Info

  TEFLON BURS BLOCK HOLDERS - SHARK
TEFLON BURS BLOCK HOLDERS - SHARK

Autoclavable to 121?C. 24-slot FG bur holder for high speed or low speed burs.

 FG BURS BLOCK - 24 HOLES

Code Name Price +
116157 Teflon FG Burs Block 24 holes Yellow with Crystal clear Lid 1pk #386 US$ 1.81 +Info

116156 Teflon FG Burs Block 24 holes Blue with Crystal clear Lid 1pk #386 US$ 2.29 +Info

 HP BURS HOLDERS - 60 HOLES

Code Name Price +
115525 HP Burs block Blue - holds up to 60 HP Burs #387 ( Bur holder block ) US$ 6.76 +Info

122987 HP Burs block Yellow - holds up to 60 HP Burs #387 ( Bur holder block ) US$ 8.01 +Info

122988 HP Burs block White - holds up to 60 HP Burs #387 ( Bur holder block ) US$ 8.01 +Info

MAGNETIC BUR HOLDERS

Code Name Price +
114965 SHARK - Magnetics Burs Blocks Holders 3 set ( 1 Red + 1 Blue + 1 Green ) - J# BV... US$ 14.40 +Info
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 BURS ORGANIZER - PLASDENT 
BURS ORGANIZER - PLASDENT

BUR BOX COVER

Code Name Price +
423771 Plasdent Bur Block Cover for 400BR US$ 8.10 +Info

BURS BLOCK COVERS

Code Name Price +
001-400BL-COVR PLASDENT Bur Block Cover for 400BL - #400BL - COVR - Each US$ 5.13 +Info

001-400BS-COVR PLASDENT Bur Block Cover for 400BS - #400BS - COVR - Each US$ 3.80 +Info

BURS BLOCK WITH LID

Code Name Price +
001-400LSS PLASDENT Large Bur Station with/Lid - #400LSS - Color: Ivory - Each - Capacity :... US$ 17.39 +Info

001-400LBB PLASDENT Large Bur Block with/Lid - #400LBB - Color: Ivory - Each - Capacity :14... US$ 12.67 +Info

423531 PLASDENT Large Bur Station with/Lid - Ivory color- Each - Capacity: 87 FG/RA & 5... US$ 31.56 +Info

BURS BOXES

Code Name Price +
001-400BX-26 PLASDENT Small Round Bur Box - Capacity : 26 Fg Burs - Each - #400BX - 26 US$ 5.27 +Info

001-400BX-36 PLASDENT Square Bur Box - Capacity : 36 Fg Burs - Each - #400BX - 36 ( ) US$ 5.68 +Info

001-400BX-44 PLASDENT Large Round Bur Box - Capacity : 44 Fg Burs - Each - #400BX - 44 US$ 6.49 +Info

001-400BX-72 PLASDENT Rectangular Bur Box - Capacity : 72 Fg Burs - Each - #400BX - 72 US$ 6.89 +Info

BURS TUBS

Code Name Price +
001-208BTB PLASDENT Burs Tub - #208BTB-7 - Color: Beige US$ 5.10 +Info

MAGNETIC BURS BLOCKS

Code Name Price +
001-400MBS PLASDENT Magnetic Bur Stand - #400MBS - 2X - Color: Blue - Each US$ 7.68 +Info

424179 PLASDENT Green Magnetic Bur Stand, Round, single stand. #400MBS-4X US$ 8.64 +Info

424204 PLASDENT Red Magnetic Bur Stand, Round, single stand. #400MBS-5N US$ 8.64 +Info

424214 PLASDENT White Magnetic Bur Stand, Round, single stand . #400MBS-1 US$ 8.64 +Info

REVERSIBLE BURSBLOCK ( CADDY )

Code Name Price +
001-400BC PLASDENT Bur Caddy - Reversible - #400BC-1 WHITE US$ 6.80 +Info
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426882 Alpen 10-Hole
Autoclavable Bur Bloc
ccrrdd

US$ 37.21

SHARK - 470547 Alum Bur Block 18 holes HP 
Aluminum Burs Block Holder 18 holes HP 1 each #BB212SHARK - Aluminium Burs Block
Holder - 15 holes - HP
Bur Holders / Blocks
# 123389 

Feature:
* 15 holes - bur holders 
* HP
* 1 PK

US$ 9.37

BUR BLOCK HOLDER - SHOFU
BUR BLOCK STATION II IN CA/FG - SHOFU

These STERILIZABLE and economical plastic bur blocks are a great way to organize your
diamonds and burs. Available in blue or yellow.

Advantages:

*  High thermal resistance
*  High durability against chemicals
*  Holds 11 FG shank and 6 CA shank burs
*  Use Bur Block Station II for: diamonds and carbides

Us Dental Depot is an Authorized Shofu Dealer in US

Code Name Price +
111402 SHOFU Bur Station II Yellow Use Bur Block Station ll - # 0796 - US$ 7.54 +Info

111793 SHOFU Bur Station Il Blue - # 0797 US$ 8.07 +Info

Miltex Mesh Bur and Diamond Holder,
Mesh Bur and Diamond Holder, Stainless Steel, Large, Single Holder.

US$ 12.80
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Bur Caddy - PLASDENT

Code Name Price +
423532 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Blue 1/Pk US$ 5.18 +Info

423550 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Green 1/P US$ 5.18 +Info

423565 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Purple 1/ US$ 5.18 +Info

423585 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Yellow 1/ US$ 5.18 +Info

423714 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Tangerine US$ 5.18 +Info

423779 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Neon Pink 1/Pk US$ 5.18 +Info

423895 Plasdent Bur Caddy - Blue, Standard US$ 5.18 +Info

JSP - 461399 Jsp - Fg Bur Holder/Block Blue
FG bur block. Autoclavable - holds 30 1/16in burs

US$ 7.80

JSP DENTAL - 437720 JSP LAB HOLDER - third hand holder
LAB HOLDER - third hand holder with magnifier and light. Double alligator
clips, magnifier and LED lights. Perfect for working on small objects. Neck can
be bent into various shapes. The Lens height and position are adjustable.
With moveable arms, soldering stand and crocodile clips, your work can be
set at any angle. With 2 LED lights for illumination, enables user to keep both
hands free. Main lens magnifying multiple: 3.5X (65mm) secondary lens
magnifying multiple: 12X (17mm).

US$ 13.80
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Large Round Bur Block - PLASDENT

Code Name Price +
423515 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Bl US$ 7.02 +Info

423990 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Co US$ 7.02 +Info

424106 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Li US$ 7.02 +Info

423580 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

423995 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Li US$ 7.02 +Info

424131 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ba US$ 7.02 +Info

423591 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

423999 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Fl US$ 7.02 +Info

424187 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Sa US$ 7.02 +Info

423610 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ma US$ 7.02 +Info

424016 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

424190 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Se US$ 7.02 +Info

423656 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

424022 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

424194 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Gr US$ 7.02 +Info

423764 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Te US$ 7.02 +Info

424034 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Bl US$ 7.02 +Info

424196 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Va US$ 7.02 +Info

423837 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Wh US$ 7.02 +Info

424072 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ye US$ 7.02 +Info

424247 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Br US$ 7.02 +Info

423913 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 7.02 +Info

424096 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Be US$ 7.02 +Info

424274 Plasdent Large Round Bur Block - Gr US$ 7.02 +Info

Miltex Round Metal Magnetic Bur Hol
Round Metal Magnetic Bur Holder.

US$ 18.77
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MIRABOR BURS BLOCK - HAGER

Code Name Price +
434855 Mirabor Bur Blocks 48 hole FG Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434875 Mirabor Bur Blocks 48 hole HP Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434890 Mirabor Bur Blocks 48 hole CA Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434891 Mirabor Bur Blocks 48 hole FG/CA co US$ 15.60 +Info

434908 Mirabor Bur Blocks 24 hole CA Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434910 Mirabor Bur Blocks 18 hole FG Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434924 Mirabor Bur Blocks 24 hole FG Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434929 Mirabor Bur Blocks 24 hole FG/CA co US$ 15.60 +Info

434957 Mirabor Bur Blocks 24 hole HP Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434986 Mirabor Bur Blocks 12 hole FG Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434987 Mirabor Bur Blocks 18 hole HP Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434988 Mirabor Bur Blocks 12 hole HP Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434990 Mirabor Bur Blocks 12 hole CA Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434991 Mirabor Bur Blocks 18 hole CA Beige US$ 15.60 +Info

434992 Mirabor Bur Blocks 18 hole FG/CA co US$ 15.60 +Info

OSUNG - 449988 Osung Bur Holder Block, Silver, D-E
Bur Holder Block, Silver, D-ECC-01, 15-hole, Aluminum with hinged lid.
Keeps your burs tidy all the way from tray set-up to final sterilization. Hinged
lid snaps into place and keeps burs secure during ultrasonic cleaning and
autoclaving. Non-Magnetic. Single bur block.

US$ 23.25

Pac-Dent 18-Hole Aluminum Bur Block
18-Hole Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 18 FG burs. Size 1 1/8"H x 1 7/8"L. Fully
autoclavable.

US$ 37.00

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Navy
Blue.

US$ 18.65
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Pac-Dent 18-Hole Aluminum Bur Block
18-Hole Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 18 FG burs. Size 1 1/8"H x 1 7/8"L. Fully
autoclavable.

US$ 37.00

Pac-Dent 30-Hole Aluminum Bur Block
30-Hole Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 20 FG and 10 RA burs. Measures 1 1/8"H x
2 3/4"L. Fully autoclavable.

US$ 39.00

Pac-Dent 30-Hole Aluminum Bur Block
30-Hole Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 20 FG and 10 RA burs. Measures 1 1/8"H x
2 3/4"L. Fully autoclavable.

US$ 39.00

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Light
Beige.

US$ 0.00

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Light
Blue.

US$ 18.65

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Navy
Blue.

US$ 18.65

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Light
Blue.

US$ 18.65

Pac-Dent Autoclavable Plastic Bur C
Autoclavable Plastic Bur Caddy, Holds up to 8 FG burs and 4 RA burs, Light
Green.

US$ 13.99
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Palmero 100-Hole FG-Type Bur Block,
100-Hole FG-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass Non-autoclavable, Holds 100
FG burs, 5.25" x 3.75" x .5", Single bur block.

US$ 35.89

Palmero 15-Hole FG Anodized Aluminu
15-Hole FG Anodized Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 15 FG Burs. Can be
autoclaved, dry-heat sterilized, chemiclaved or placed in an ultrasonic
cleaner. With the attached cover, the burs are held securely in place. Aseptic
and durable.

US$ 39.89

Palmero 16-Hole FG-Type Clear Plexi
16-Hole FG-Type Clear Plexiglass Bur Block With Box, Comes in a clear,
plastic box for easy storage. Non-autoclavable, 2.8125" x 1.25" x .5", Holds
16 FG Burs, Single bur block.

US$ 10.51

Palmero 20-Hole FG Anodized Aluminu
20-Hole FG Anodized Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 20 FG Burs. Can be
autoclaved, dry-heat sterilized, chemiclaved or placed in an ultrasonic
cleaner. With the attached cover, the burs are held securely in place. Aseptic
and durable.

US$ 32.40

Palmero 27-Hole FG-Type Bur Block W
27-Hole FG-Type Bur Block With Box, Clear Plexiglass, Comes in a clear,
plastic box for easy storage. Non-autoclavable, 2.8125" x 1.875" x .3125",
Single bur block.

US$ 23.95

Palmero 60-hole FG Rotary Bur Block
60-hole FG Rotary Bur Blocks Organizer. Made of clear plastic with a
dome-shaped cover, Turns 360 degrees for easy access to burs.
Non-autoclavable. 60-hole, Holds 60 friction grip burs.

US$ 64.89
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Palmero 30-Hole FG Anodized Aluminu
30-Hole FG Anodized Aluminum Bur Block. Holds 30 FG Burs. Can be
autoclaved, dry-heat sterilized, chemiclaved or placed in an ultrasonic
cleaner. With the attached cover, the burs are held securely in place. Aseptic
and durable.

US$ 34.71

Palmero 36-Hole FG-Type Bur Block,
36-Hole FG-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass, Non-autoclavable, 5" x 2" x .5,
Single bur block.

US$ 16.99

Palmero 50-Hole Combo-Type Bur Bloc
50-Hole Combo-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass, Half FG & Half Latch,
Non-autoclavable, 5.3125" x 2" x .5, Single bur block.

US$ 31.54

Palmero 50-Hole FG-Type Bur Block,
50-Hole FG-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass, Non-autoclavable, 5.3125" x 2"
x .5, Single bur block.

US$ 31.49

Palmero 72-Hole Combo-Type Bur Bloc
72-Hole Combo-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass, Holds Half FG & Half Latch
burs, Non-autoclavable, 5" x 4" x .5", Single bur block.

US$ 33.49

Palmero Mesh Bur Holder - 1.5" diam
Mesh Bur Holder - 1.5" diameter, closes tightly, allowing you to clean and
sterilize burs, earrings, crowns, piercing studs or any small objects which
might be compromised when handled with bare hands or fall down the drain.
Safely secures small objects during ultrasonic cleaning or sterilization. Safe
for steam or dry heat, Single Holder.

US$ 13.75
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Palmero 72-Hole FG-Type Bur Block,
72-Hole FG-Type Bur Block, Clear Plexiglass, Holds 72 FG burs,
Non-autoclavable, 5" x 4" x .5", Single bur block.

US$ 33.89

PRACTIPAL COMPACT BUR HOLDER - DIRECTA
PRACTIPAL COMPACT BUR HOLDER - DIRECTA

PractiPal Tray system includes Trays with Bur Stands, File Stands,
Consumables and Accessories that can be easily secured onto the trays
throughout the whole cleaning and disinfection process.

The large number of variations and combinations available enable each clinic
to improve effectiveness through the well-considered set-ups and trays being
ready prepared for each treatment.

The sheer simplicity and practicality of the PractiPal Tray System is an added
feature.

BUR HOLDER ONLY

Code Name Price +
121090 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Lilac. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG b... US$ 14.64 +Info

121091 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Pink. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG bu... US$ 14.64 +Info

121092 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Mint Green. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8... US$ 14.64 +Info

121093 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Orange. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG ... US$ 14.64 +Info

121140 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Grey. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG bu... US$ 14.64 +Info

121141 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Red. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG bur... US$ 14.64 +Info

121142 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Yellow. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG ... US$ 14.64 +Info

121143 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Blue. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG bu... US$ 14.64 +Info

121144 DIRECTA - PractiPal Compact Bur Stand, Green. Holds 2 long burs, 5 RA and 8 FG b... US$ 14.64 +Info

BUR HOLDER SET

Code Name Price +
121121 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Red - # 115160 US$ 42.24 +Info

121122 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Yellow - # 115161 US$ 42.24 +Info

121123 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Green - # 115162 US$ 42.24 +Info

121124 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Blue - # 115163 US$ 42.24 +Info

121125 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Gray - # 115164 US$ 42.24 +Info

121126 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Lilac - # 115170 US$ 42.24 +Info

121127 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Pink - # 115171 US$ 42.24 +Info

121128 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Mint Green - # 115172 US$ 42.24 +Info

121129 DIRECTA - Practipal Compact Bur Set- Orange - # 115173 US$ 42.24 +Info
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Rectangular Bur Blocks - PLASDENT

Code Name Price +
423520 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

423710 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

423876 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

423526 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

423732 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

423880 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

423533 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Gr US$ 8.64 +Info

423756 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Bl US$ 8.64 +Info

423937 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

423630 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Bl US$ 8.64 +Info

423767 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Gr US$ 8.64 +Info

423996 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Co US$ 8.64 +Info

423652 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Be US$ 8.64 +Info

423777 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

424025 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

423655 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Ma US$ 8.64 +Info

423796 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Ye US$ 8.64 +Info

424100 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Pa US$ 8.64 +Info

423659 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Br US$ 8.64 +Info

423797 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Te US$ 8.64 +Info

424156 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Wh US$ 8.64 +Info

423681 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

423825 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Sp US$ 8.64 +Info

424189 Plasdent Rectangular Bur Block - Fl US$ 8.64 +Info

Small Round Bur Blocks - PLASDENT

Code Name Price +
423470 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ba US$ 6.10 +Info

423731 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Li US$ 6.10 +Info
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423938 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ye US$ 6.10 +Info

423471 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Bl US$ 5.54 +Info

423748 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

423957 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Va US$ 6.10 +Info

423553 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

423763 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Te US$ 6.10 +Info

423978 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Li US$ 6.10 +Info

423570 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

423785 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Bl US$ 6.10 +Info

423987 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

423592 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Gr US$ 6.10 +Info

423850 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Gr US$ 6.10 +Info

423993 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Co US$ 6.10 +Info

423711 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

423922 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Wh US$ 6.10 +Info

424017 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Fl US$ 6.10 +Info

423718 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Se US$ 6.10 +Info

423927 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Be US$ 6.10 +Info

424109 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Sa US$ 6.10 +Info

423722 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ma US$ 6.10 +Info

423930 Plasdent Small Round Bur Block - Ne US$ 6.10 +Info

STERILIZABLE BUR BLOCK HOLDER - SHOFU
STERILIZABLE BUR BLOCK HOLDER - SHOFU

Burs stay conveniently clean and organized while stored in a drawer or tray set-up.

Features:

*  Autoclavable for operatory
*  Four unique variations
*  Hard-anodized aluminum
*  Withstand most sterilizing techniques
*  Holds 18 burs Upright for easy access
*  Protective snap-lock lid and open sides for proper autoclaving
*  Use Sterilizable Bur Blocks for: polishers, diamonds and carbides 

Us Dental Depot is an Authorized SHOFU Dealer in US.

Code Name Price +
111889 SHOFU Bur Block Blue CA Blue - #0960 US$ 27.95 +Info

111890 SHOFU Bur Block Blue Fg - #0961 US$ 27.95 +Info

111891 SHOFU Bur Block Blue Hp 1PK - #0962 US$ 27.70 +Info

Burs Carbide

Carbibe Burs Kits
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426525 Alpen R1005CB Crown and
Bridge Prep
ccrrdd

US$ 120.46

Dedeco Goldie Carbide Drills, Titan
Goldie Carbide Drills, Titanium Nitride coating, Complete Kit of 3.

US$ 77.22

SHARK - 122275 FG Fixed Prot Prep Kit 9 pcs
SHARK - FG Fixed Prothesys Kit
Carbides Burs Kits
# 122275 

Features:
Fixed Prothesys Preparation Bur Kit 8 pieces with bur block. All the necesar
burs for a fine tooth preparation.

Quantity:9pieces

US$ 4.02

JSP DENTAL - 461458 Jsp - Assorted Shapes Burs 12 Piece
Tungsten Vanadium burs . 3/32in (2.34mm) shank 12 assorted shapes and
sizes - Made in Switzerland

US$ 18.20
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JSP DENTAL - 461459 Jsp - Round Bur Set Large
12 round German burs - 2.5mm - 5.0mm

US$ 23.40

Burs Carbide

Endo-Access Burs

Endo-Z Bur

Code Name Price +
102708 Endo-Z type Bur 28mm 10pk US$ 20.41 +Info

115307 Endo-Z Sf end FG 23m 10pk US$ 20.41 +Info

Burs Carbide

Fg Amalgam Burs

HOUSE BRAND - 470525 FG #245 Amalgam Crss C 100pk
HOUSE BRAND - FG-245 Amalgam Prep - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG245HOUSE BRAND - Amalgam Prep - Cross Cut - Each - Carbide Bur 10 x 10pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102617 - Mfg # FG-245

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Amalgam Prep 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG245
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 70.00
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HOUSE BRAND - 102617 FG #245 Amalgam Crss C 10pk
HOUSE BRAND - FG-245 Amalgam Prep - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG245HOUSE BRAND - Amalgam Prep - Cross Cut - Each - Carbide Bur
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102617 - Mfg # FG-245

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques
using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control
procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Amalgam Prep 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG245
Package Quantity : 10/Pk ( Priced Individually )

US$ 9.99

FG AMALGAM BURS - SSWHITE

Code Name Price +
057-15052 FG #245 Amalgam 10pk US$ 21.74 +Info

057-15060 FG Amalgam #244 10pk US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15053 Fg Amalgam #246 10pk US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15054 FG Amalgam #256 10pk US$ 20.19 +Info

057-15055 FG Amalgam #257 10pk US$ 21.76 +Info

057-15056 FG Amalgam #271 10pk US$ 21.76 +Info

416622 Great White #245 10pk US$ 37.40 +Info
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Burs Carbide

FG Operatory Burs

   FG CARBIDE BURS - SHARK
FG CARBIDE BURS - SHARK

Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten
carbide, using a unique method of construction. 

The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections
and control procedures throughout the process. 

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,
FDA BSI and CE European standards.

     INVERTED CONE

Code Name Price +
102605 SHARK-FG-33 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG33.5 US$ 9.99 +Info

102606 SHARK-FG-34 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG34 US$ 9.99 +Info

102607 SHARK-FG-35 Inverted Cone - Crosss Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG35 US$ 9.99 +Info

102608 SHARK-FG-36 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -10pk - FG Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG36 US$ 9.99 +Info

102609 SHARK-FG-37 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG37 US$ 9.99 +Info

    ROUND

Code Name Price +
102597 SHARK-FG-1 Round Extra Small - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG1 US$ 9.99 +Info

102598 SHARK-FG-2 Round - Small - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG2 US$ 9.99 +Info

102599 SHARK-FG-3 Round - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG-3 US$ 9.99 +Info

102600 SHARK-FG-4 Round -1mm Cross Cut -10pk -Tungsten Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG4 US$ 9.99 +Info

102601 SHARK-FG-5 Round - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG5 US$ 9.99 +Info

102602 SHARK-FG-6 Round - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG6 US$ 9.99 +Info

102603 SHARK-FG-8 Round - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - ISO #001.001.023 #FG8 US$ 9.69 +Info

   PEAR

          SHORT PEAR

Code Name Price +
102618 SHARK-FG-330 Pear - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG330 US$ 9.99 +Info

102619 SHARK-FG-331 Pear - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG331 US$ 9.59 +Info

102621 SHARK-FG-332 Pear - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG332 US$ 9.79 +Info

LONG PEAR
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Code Name Price +
102620 SHARK-FG-331L Pear - Long - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - #FG331L US$ 9.59 +Info

102622 SHARK-FG-332L Pear - Long - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG332L US$ 9.99 +Info

 TAPERED

CROSSCUT 

Code Name Price +
102635 SHARK-FG-703 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG703 US$ 9.99 +Info

102634 SHARK-FG-702 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG702 US$ 9.99 +Info

102632 SHARK-FG-701 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG701 US$ 9.69 +Info

102630 SHARK-FG-700 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG700 US$ 9.79 +Info

102628 SHARK-FG-699 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG699 US$ 9.49 +Info

PLAINCUT 

Code Name Price +
102616 SHARK-FG-171 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - #FG171 US$ 9.99 +Info

102614 SHARK-FG-170 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG170 US$ 9.59 +Info

102612 SHARK-FG-169 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG169 US$ 9.99 +Info

Bulk Carbide burs 

Code Name Price +
464859 FG #703 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk US$ 124.20 +Info

464851 FG #6 Rnd Crss C 100pk US$ 124.20 +Info

464852 FG #557 Str Flt End Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464853 FG #558 Str Flt End Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464854 FG#558LStr Flt EndL Crss C 10p US$ 102.60 +Info

464855 FG #699 Taper Flt En Crss C 10 US$ 102.60 +Info

464856 FG #700 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464857 FG #701Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464858 FG #702 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464850 FG #556 Str Flt End Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464860 FG #1156 Rnd Str pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464861 FG #1157 Rnd Str pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464862 FG #1556 Rnd Str Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464863 FG #1557 Rnd Str Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464864 FG #1558 Rnd Str Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464865 FG #330 Pear Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464866 FG #332 Pear Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464867 FG #1 Rnd Crss Cut 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464841 FG #34 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464833 FG #57 Str Flt EndL pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464834 FG #169 Taper Flt pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464835 FG #170 Taper Flt pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464836 FG #171 Taper Flt pL C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464837 FG #2 Rnd Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464838 FG #3 Rnd Crss Cut 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info
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464839 FG #8 Rnd Crss C 100pk US$ 124.20 +Info

464840 FG #33.5 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464832 FG #37 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464842 FG #35 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464843 FG #36 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk US$ 94.05 +Info

464844 FG #4 Rnd Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464845 FG #5 Rnd Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464846 FG #245 Amalgam Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464847 FG #331 Pear Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464848 FG #331L Pear Long Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

464849 FG #332L Pear Long Crss C 100pk US$ 102.60 +Info

STRAIGHT

CROSSCUT 

FLAT END 

Code Name Price +
102623 SHARK-FG-556 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide... US$ 9.79 +Info

102624 SHARK-FG-557 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide... US$ 9.79 +Info

102626 SHARK-FG-558 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide... US$ 9.99 +Info

102627 SHARK-FG-558L Straight Flat End - Long - Cross Cut -Each ( Cylinder ) 10/Pk -Tun... US$ 9.99 +Info

ROUND END 

Code Name Price +
102639 SHARK-FG-1556 Straight Round End - Small - Crosscut -10pk- ( Cylinder ) - Crbide... US$ 9.99 +Info

102640 SHARK-FG-1557 Straight Round End - Medium - Crosscut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tung... US$ 9.99 +Info

102641 SHARK-FG-1558 Straight Round End - Large - Crosscut -10pk- ( Cylinder ) - Tungst... US$ 9.99 +Info

PLAINCUT

FLAT END PlainCut Straight 

Code Name Price +
102611 SHARK-FG-57 Straight Flat End - Plaincut -10pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide B... US$ 9.79 +Info

ROUND END

Code Name Price +
102636 SHARK-FG-1156 Straight Round End - Plaincut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carb... US$ 9.99 +Info

102637 SHARK-FG-1157 Straight Round End - Plaincut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carb... US$ 9.99 +Info

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432154 Alpen FG #1 Round
Carbide Bur, clin
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432242 Alpen FG #1 Round
Carbide Bur, Pack
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426979 Alpen FG #1 SL (Surgical
Length) Ro
FG #1 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433706 Alpen FG #1 SS (short
shank) Round
FG #1 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433705 Alpen FG #1/2 (short
shank) Round C
FG #1/2 (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432041 Alpen FG #1/2 Round
Carbide Bur, cl
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432169 Alpen FG #1/2 Round
Carbide Bur, Pa
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426631 Alpen FG #1/2 SL (Surgical
Length)
FG #1/2 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426789 Alpen FG #1/4 Round
Carbide Bur, Pa
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431561 Alpen FG #1/4 Round
Carbide Bur- cl
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426597 Alpen FG #1/4 SL (Surgical
Length)
FG #1/4 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433704 Alpen FG #1/4 SS (short
shank) Roun
FG #1/4 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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FG Operatory Burs
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435922 Alpen FG #1155 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1155 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433690 Alpen FG #1156 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1156 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435895 Alpen FG #1156 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1156 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433680 Alpen FG #1156 SS (Short
Shank) Rou
FG #1156 SS (Short Shank) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10
Burs.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432270 Alpen FG #1157 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1157 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435940 Alpen FG #1157 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1157 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 215.74
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CATALOG 6607 - sep/24/2021  CUSTOMER - United States22

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433682 Alpen FG #1157 SS (Short
Shank) Rou
FG #1157 SS (Short Shank) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10
Burs.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433684 Alpen FG #1158 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435909 Alpen FG #1158 Round
End Fissure Ca
FG #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435906 Alpen FG #1158 SL
(Surgical Length)
FG #1158 SL (Surgical Length) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433553 Alpen FG #1169 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1169 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426871 Alpen FG #2 Round
Carbide Bur, clin
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74
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FG Operatory Burs
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435950 Alpen FG #1169 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1169 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435871 Alpen FG #1170 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1170 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435914 Alpen FG #1170 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1170 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433708 Alpen FG #1171 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1171 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435912 Alpen FG #1171 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1171 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431542 Alpen FG #219EZ Endodontic
Access T
FG #219EZ Endodontic Access Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of 5
Bur.

US$ 61.26

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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FG Operatory Burs
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 430803 Alpen FG #1172 Round
End Tapered Fi
FG #1172 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432142 Alpen FG #151Z
Endodontic Access Tr
FG #151Z Endodontic Access Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of
5 Bur.

US$ 61.26

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433573 Alpen FG #152EZ
Endodontic Access T
FG #152EZ Endodontic Access Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Bur.

US$ 61.26

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435885 Alpen FG #1556 Straight
Dome Crossc
FG #58L straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435959 Alpen FG #1556 Straight
Dome Crossc
FG #1556 Straight Dome Crosscut Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430737 Alpen FG #329 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #329 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432039 Alpen FG #1557 Round
End Cross Cut
FG #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435934 Alpen FG #1557 SS (Short
Shank) Rou
FG #1557 SS (Short Shank) Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur,
Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433707 Alpen FG #1557 Straight
Dome Crossc
FG #1557 Straight Dome Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426743 Alpen FG #1558 Round
End Cross Cut
FG #1558 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426753 Alpen FG #1558 SL
(Surgical Length)
FG #1558 SL (Surgical Length) Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur,
Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433498 Alpen FG #34 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63
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Burs Carbide
FG Operatory Burs

CATALOG 6607 - sep/24/2021  CUSTOMER - United States26

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433566 Alpen FG #1558 SS (Short
Shank) Rou
FG #1558 SS (Short Shank) Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur,
Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433679 Alpen FG #1558 Straight
Dome Crossc
FG #1558 Straight Dome Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435879 Alpen FG #167 Taper
Fissure Carbide
FG #167 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435919 Alpen FG #167 Taper
Fissure Carbide
FG #167 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432134 Alpen FG #168 Taper
Fissure Carbide
FG #168 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435949 Alpen FG #329 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #329 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74
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Burs Carbide
FG Operatory Burs

CATALOG 6607 - sep/24/2021  CUSTOMER - United States 27

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435915 Alpen FG #168 taper
fissure plain C
FG #168 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433556 Alpen FG #169 SS (short
shank) Tape
FG #169 SS (short shank) Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433555 Alpen FG #169 Taper
Fissure Carbide
FG #169 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432040 Alpen FG #169 taper
fissure plain C
FG #169 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426958 Alpen FG #169L Long
Taper Fissure C
FG #169L Long Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435904 Alpen FG #34 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #34 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs

US$ 215.74
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Burs Carbide
FG Operatory Burs
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432195 Alpen FG #169L Long
Taper Fissure C
FG #169L Long Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435961 Alpen FG #170 Taper Fissure
Carbide
FG #170 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435951 Alpen FG #170 taper fissure
plain C
FG #170 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435884 Alpen FG #1701 Round
End Cross Cut
FG #58 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435865 Alpen FG #1702 Round
End Cross Cut
FG #1702 Round End Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426867 Alpen FG #7612 - 12 Flute Tapered
T
FG #7612 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432155 Alpen FG #170L Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #170L Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426877 Alpen FG #171 SL (Surgical
Length)
FG #171 SL (Surgical Length) Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435927 Alpen FG #171 Taper Fissure
Carbide
FG #171 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435887 Alpen FG #171 taper fissure
plain C
FG #171 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432175 Alpen FG #171L Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #171L Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423464 Beavers FG #7008 12 blade Round
T&F
FG #7008 12 blade Round T&F bur, package of 100.

US$ 435.00
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426892 Alpen FG #199Z
Endodontic Access Tr
FG #199Z Endodontic Access Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of
5 Bur.

US$ 61.26

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430735 Alpen FG #2 Round
Carbide Bur, Pack
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 427035 Alpen FG #2 SL (Surgical
Length) Ro
FG #2 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433515 Alpen FG #2 SS (short
shank) Round
G #2 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426604 Alpen FG #245 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426735 Alpen FG #245 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435925 Alpen FG #245 SS (short
shank) Amal
FG #245 SS (short shank) Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432218 Alpen FG #246 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #246 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435962 Alpen FG #246 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #246 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432146 Alpen FG #256 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #256 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Package of 10

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435876 Alpen FG #256 Amalgam
Preparation C
FG #256 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423468 Beavers/Jet FG #7004 12 blade
Round
FG #7004 12 blade Round T&F bur, package of 10. Country of origin: Canada or
Mexico.

US$ 59.95
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 433658 Alpen FG #257 All Purpose
Carbide B
FG #257 All Purpose Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435868 Alpen FG #257 Amalgam
Prep Carbide
FG #257 Amalgam Prep Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435878 Alpen FG #3 Round
Carbide Bur, clin
FG #3 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435926 Alpen FG #3 Round
Carbide Bur, Pack
FG #3 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433474 Alpen FG #3 SL (Surgical
Length) Ro
FG #3 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435956 Alpen FG #34 SS (short
shank) Inver
FG #34 SS (short shank) Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435953 Alpen FG #3 SS (short
shank) Round
FG #3 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.38

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433646 Alpen FG #329 SS (short
shank) Pear
FG #329 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432162 Alpen FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carb
FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433513 Alpen FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carb
FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433514 Alpen FG #33 1/2 SS (short shank) I
FG #33 1/2 SS (short shank) Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426662 Alpen FG #330 Bur - Pear
shaped Car
FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped Carbide Bur. Clinic Pack of 100 carbide burs.

US$ 215.74
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 427065 Alpen FG #330 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #330 Pear shaped Carbide Bur 10/Pk.

US$ 31.50

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430687 Alpen FG #330 SS (short
shank) Pear
FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431609 Alpen FG #330 SS (short
shank) Pear
FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432228 Alpen FG #331 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433639 Alpen FG #331 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433465 Alpen FG #331 SS (short
shank) Pear
FG #331 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423467 Beavers/Jet FG #7006 12 blade
Round
FG #7006 12 blade Round T&F bur, package of 10. Country of origin: Canada or
Mexico.

US$ 59.95
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 433616 Alpen FG #332 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #332 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435900 Alpen FG #332 Pear
shaped Carbide B
FG #332 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433702 Alpen FG #35 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435882 Alpen FG #35 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #35 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433701 Alpen FG #35 SS (short
shank) Inver
FG #35 SS (short shank) Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430684 Alpen FG #36 Inverted Cone
Carbide
FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432152 Alpen FG #36 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #36 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435864 Alpen FG #37 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435954 Alpen FG #37 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #37 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435941 Alpen FG #38 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #38 inverted cone Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435942 Alpen FG #38 inverted
cone Carbide
FG #38 inverted cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435917 Alpen FG #39 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #39 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435960 Alpen FG #39 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #39 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435870 Alpen FG #4 Round
Carbide Bur, clin
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

HOUSE BRAND - 102640-10 FG #1557 Rnd Str Crss C 100pk US$ 59.84
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SHARK-FG-1557 Straight Round End - Medium - Crosscut -100pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten
Carbide Burs #FG1557 x 10SHARK-FG-1556 Straight Round End - Medium - Crosscut
(100pk)
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102640-10 - Mfg # FG-1557

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Round End / Medium
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Cylinder
Size Number FG1557
Package Quantity : 10/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470523 FG #169 Taper Flt pL C 100pk
SHARK-FG-169 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG169
SHARK - FG-169 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102612 - Mfg # FG-169

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG169
Package Quantity : 100/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469779 FG #170 Taper Flt pL C 100pk US$ 88.20
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SHARK-FG-170 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG170
SHARK - FG-170 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102614 - Mfg # FG-170

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG170
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 470524 FG #171 Taper Flt pL C 100pk
SHARK-FG-171 Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - #FG171
SHARK -FG-171Tapered Flat End - Plain Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102616 - Mfg # FG-171

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG171
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469778 FG #2 Rnd Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-2 Round - Small - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG2SHARK -
FG-2 Round Small - Cross Cut

US$ 83.30
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FG Operatory Burs 
# 102598 - Mfg # FG-2

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide, using a unique method of
construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round / Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG2
Package Quantity : 10 x 10/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470520 FG #3 Rnd Crss Cut 100pk
SHARK-FG-3 Round - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG-3SHARK - FG-3
Round - Cross Cut 10 x 10k
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102599 - Mfg # FG-3

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round / Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG3
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 470526 FG #330 Pear Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-330 Pear - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG330SHARK -
FG-330 Pear - Cross Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102618 - Mfg # FG-330

US$ 70.00
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Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide, using a unique method of
construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Pear / Short 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG330
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470527 FG #331 Pear Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-331 Pear - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG331SHARK -
FG-331 Pear - Cross Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102619 - Mfg # FG-331

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Pear / Short 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG331
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 102620-10 FG #331L Pear Long Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-331L Pear - Long - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - #FG331L
SHARK - FG-331L Pear - Long - Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102620 - Mfg # FG-331

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.

US$ 89.18
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The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Pear / Long
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG331
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 102621-10 FG #332 Pear Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-332 Pear - Cross Cut - 100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG332SHARK -
FG-332 Pear - Cross Cut 100pkg
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102621-10 - Mfg # FG-332

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Pear / Short 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG332
Package Quantity : 10 x 10/Pk

US$ 88.20

HOUSE BRAND - 470603 FG #33 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-33 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG33.5
SHARK - FG-33 Inverted Cone
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102605 - Mfg # FG-33

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 

US$ 75.00
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Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Inverted Cone 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG33 
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 469784 FG #34 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-34 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG34SHARK -
FG-34 Inverted Cone
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102606 - Mfg # FG-34

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Inverted Cone 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG34 
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 80.00

HOUSE BRAND - 470522 FG #35 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-35 Inverted Cone - Crosss Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG35SHARK
- FG-35 Inverted Cone 10 x 10pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102607 - Mfg # FG-35

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards. 

US$ 70.00
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Inverted Cone 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG35
Package Quantity : 100/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 102609-10 FG #37 Inv. Cone Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-37 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG37
SHARK - FG-37 Inverted Cone
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102609 - Mfg # FG-37

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Inverted Cone 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG37
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 870.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469791 FG #4 Rnd Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-4 Round -1mm Cross Cut -100pk -Tungsten Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG4
SHARK-FG-4 Round -1mm Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102600 - Mfg # FG-4

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 

US$ 78.40
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Bur Type Round / Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG4
Package Quantity : 10/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470521 FG #5 Rnd Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-5 Round - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG5SHARK - FG-5
Round - Cross Cut 10 x 10pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102601 - Mfg # FG-5

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round / Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG5
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 80.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469782 FG #556 Str Flt End Crss C 100p
SHARK-FG-556 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG556SHARK - FG-556 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102623 - Mfg # FG-556

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 

US$ 97.90
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Type Carbide
Size Number FG556
Package Quantity : 10x10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 470528 FG #557 Str Flt End Crss C 100p
SHARK-FG-557 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG557SHARK - FG-557 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut 100
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102624 - Mfg # FG-557

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG557
Package Quantity : 100/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469780 FG #558 Str Flt End Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-558 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG558SHARK - FG-558 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102626 - Mfg # FG-558

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG558

US$ 80.00
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Package Quantity : 10x10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

HOUSE BRAND - 102611-10 FG #57 Str Flt EndL pL C 100pk
SHARK-FG-57 Straight Flat End - Plaincut -100pk ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide Burs
#FG57SHARK - FG-57 Straight Flat End - Plaincut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102611 - Mfg # FG-57

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide / Cylinder
Size Number FG57
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 66.25

HOUSE BRAND - 469785 FG #6 Rnd Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-6 Round - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG6SHARK - FG-6
Round - Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102602 - Mfg # FG-6

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG6
Package Quantity : 10/Pk

US$ 78.40
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HOUSE BRAND - 469787 FG #699 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-699 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG699
SHARK - FG-699 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102628 - Mfg # FG-699

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG699
Package Quantity : 10/Pk (PricedIndividually )

US$ 80.00

HOUSE BRAND - 102630-10 FG #700 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-700 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG700
SHARK - FG-700 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102630 - Mfg # FG-700

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG700
Package Quantity : 10/Pk

US$ 900.00
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426917 Alpen FG #4 Round
Carbide Bur, Pack
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431592 Alpen FG #4 SL (surgical length) Ro
FG #4 SL (surgical length) Round Carbide Bur. Pack of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432119 Alpen FG #4 SS (short
shank) Round
FG #4 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435874 Alpen FG #5 Round
Carbide Bur, clin
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433655 Alpen FG #5 Round
Carbide Bur, Pack
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435913 Alpen FG #5 SS (short
shank) Round
FG #5 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.38
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435892 Alpen FG #55 Straight
Fissure Carbi
FG #55 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 427045 Alpen FG #556 SL
(Surgical Length)
FG #556 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Cross Cut Carbide Bur,
Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433681 Alpen FG #556 SS (short
shank) Stra
FG #556 SS (short shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426870 Alpen FG #556 straight
fissure cros
FG #556 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435877 Alpen FG #556 Straight
Fissure Cros
FG #556 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426723 Alpen FG #557 SL
(surgical length)
FG #557 SL (surgical length) straight crosscut fissure carbide bur, pack of 10
burs.

US$ 38.95
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 433548 Alpen FG #557 SS (short
shank) Stra
FG #557 SS (short shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426602 Alpen FG #557 Straight
Cross Cut Fi
FG #557 Straight Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426957 Alpen FG #557 Straight
Fissure Cros
FG #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431600 Alpen FG #558 SL
(surgical length)
FG #558 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433709 Alpen FG #558 SS (short
shank) Stra
FG #558 SS (short shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 29.04

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432088 Alpen FG #558 Straight
Fissure Cros
FG #558 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423351 Beavers/Jet FG #7114 12 blade T&F
b

US$ 9.63
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FG #7114 12 blade T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423403 Beavers/Jet FG #7204 12 blade Cone
FG #7204 12 blade Cone shaped T&F bur, single bur. Country of origin: Canada or
Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423390 Beavers/Jet FG #7404 12 blade
Egg s
FG #7404 12 blade Egg shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 8.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423388 Beavers/Jet FG #7408 12 blade
Egg s
FG #7408 12 blade Egg shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423463 Beavers/Jet FG #7801 12 blade bulle
FG #7801 12 blade bullet shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423386 Beavers/Jet FG #7802 12 blade
bulle
FG #7802 12 blade bullet shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423460 Beavers/Jet FG #7803 12 blade bulle
FG #7803 12 blade bullet shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423350 Beavers/Jet FG #7901 12 blade
Needl
FG #7901 12 blade Needle shaped T&F bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 39.95

CROSSTECH - 436499 Crosstech FG MC Size #02 Barracuda
FG MC Size #02 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for rapid reduction of
materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade
design offer a powerful cutting performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435896 Alpen FG #558 straight
fissure cros
FG #558 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432184 Alpen FG #559 SL
(surgical length)
FG #559 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433689 Alpen FG #559 straight
fissure cros
FG #559 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, pack of 10

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435920 Alpen FG #559 straight
fissure cros
FG #559 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435923 Alpen FG #56 SS (short
shank) Strai
FG #56 SS (short shank) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435866 Alpen FG #560 straight
fissure cros
FG #560 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 433522 Alpen FG #56 Straight
Fissure Carbi
FG #56 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.91

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431651 Alpen FG #56 straight
fissure plain
FG #56 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435936 Alpen FG #560 straight
fissure cros
FG #560 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435881 Alpen FG #57 SS (short
shank) Strai
FG #57 SS (short shank) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435939 Alpen FG #57 Straight
Fissure Carbi
FG #57 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423469 Beavers/Jet FG #7006 12 blade
Round
FG #7006 12 blade Round T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 10.84
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 431694 Alpen FG #57 straight
fissure plain
FG #57 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435929 Alpen FG #58 SS (short shank) strai
FG #58 SS (short shank) straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.38

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435861 Alpen FG #58 Straight
Fissure Carbi
FG #58 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435869 Alpen FG #58L straight
fissure plai
FG #58L straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, Clinic Package of 100.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433698 Alpen FG #59 straight
fissure plain
FG #59 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435893 Alpen FG #6 Round Carbide
Bur, clin
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426997 Alpen FG #6 Round Carbide Bur,
Pack
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432205 Alpen FG #6 SL (Surgical
Length) Ro
FG #6 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432165 Alpen FG #6 SS (short shank)
Round
FG #6 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435880 Alpen FG #699 SS (short
shank) Tape
FG #699 SS (short shank) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433619 Alpen FG #699 Taper
Fissure Crosscu
FG #699 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435888 Alpen FG #699 taper
fissure crosscu
FG #699 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423466 Beavers/Jet FG #7008 12 blade
Round
FG #7008 12 blade Round T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 10.84
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435902 Alpen FG #7 Round Carbide
Bur, clin
FG #7 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435907 Alpen FG #7 Round Carbide Bur,
Pack
FG #7 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435899 Alpen FG #7 SS (short shank)
Round
FG #7 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.38

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435901 Alpen FG #700 SS (short
shank) Tape
FG #700 SS (short shank) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.38

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433693 Alpen FG #700 Taper
Fissure Crosscu
FG #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435947 Alpen FG #700 taper
fissure crosscu
FG #700 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423462 Beavers/Jet FG #7104 12 blade flame
FG #7104 12 blade flame T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423465 Beavers/Jet FG #7106 12 blade flame US$ 9.63
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FG #7106 12 blade flame T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423461 Beavers/Jet FG #7108 12 blade flame
FG #7108 12 blade flame T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423389 Beavers/Jet FG #7901 12 blade needl
FG #7901 12 blade needle shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423387 Beavers/Jet FG #7902 12 blade needl
FG #7902 12 blade needle shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423459 Beavers/Jet FG #7903 12 blade needl
FG #7903 12 blade needle shaped T&F bur. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 9.63

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423404 Beavers/Jet FG #8 round carbide bur
FG #8 round carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 23.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423333 Beavers/Jet FGSS #35
Inverted Cone
FGSS #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 125.00

CROSSTECH - 436484 Crosstech FG MC #1558 barracuda
met
FG MC #1558 barracuda metal/ crown cutter, carbide bur, Ideal for rapid
reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth structure.
Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access, Package of
10.

US$ 29.99

HOUSE BRAND - 470519 FG #1 Rnd Crss Cut 100pk US$ 80.00
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SHARK-FG-1 Round Extra Small - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG1
SHARK - FG-1 Round Extra Small 10 x 10PK
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102597 - Mfg # FG-1

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round /Extra Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG1
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470532 FG #1156 Rnd Str pL C 100pk
SHARK-FG-1156 Straight Round End - Plaincut -100pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide
Burs #FG1156SHARK - FG-1156 Straight Round End - Plaincut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102636 - Mfg # FG-1156

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Round End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide / Cylinder
Size Number FG1156
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 700.00

HOUSE BRAND - 469790 FG #1157 Rnd Str pL C 100pk
SHARK-FG-1157 Straight Round End - Plaincut -100pk - ( Cylinder ) - Tungsten Carbide
Burs #FG1157SHARK - FG-1157 Straight Round End - Plaincut

US$ 800.00
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FG Operatory Burs 
# 102637 - Mfg # FG-1157

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide, using a unique method of
construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Round End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide / Cylinder
Size Number FG1157
Package Quantity : 10/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 469781 FG #1556 Rnd Str Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-1556 Straight Round End - Small - Crosscut -100pk- ( Cylinder ) - Crbide Burs
#FG1556SHARK-FG-1556 Straight Round End - Small - Crosscut
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102639 - Mfg # FG-1556

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Straight / Round End / Small
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG1556
Package Quantity : 10x10/Pk

US$ 66.25

HOUSE BRAND - 470529 FG #701Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-701 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide
Burs #FG701SHARK - FG-701 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut 100
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102632 - Mfg # FG-701

US$ 70.00
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Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide, using a unique method of
construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG701
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

HOUSE BRAND - 470531 FG #703 Taper Flt En Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-703 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #FG703
SHARK - FG-703 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102635 - Mfg # FG-703

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very latest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Tapered / Flat End
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG703
Package Quantity : 100/Pk

US$ 70.00

HOUSE BRAND - 102603-10 FG #8 Rnd Crss C 100pk
SHARK-FG-8 Round - Cross Cut -100pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs - ISO #001.001.023
#FG8SHARK - FG-8 Round - Cross Cut 100pk
FG Operatory Burs 
# 102603-10 - Mfg # FG-8

Feature:
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide,
using a unique method of construction.

US$ 88.20
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The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very latest
equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shank FG 
Bur Type Round 
Shape Cross Cut 
Type Carbide
Size Number FG8
Package Quantity : 10 x 10/Pk

FG OPERATORY BURS - SS-WHITE 
SS WHITE is a recognized industry leader in the manufacture of dental burs,
both carbide burs and diamond burs.

Using research and advanced materials science, SS White is an innovator in
new dental products, dental procedures and dental lab products.

POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful

cutting performance of our burs. SS White? burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.

                   

MAXIMUM STRENGTH & DURABILITY
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a
specialized heat treatment process and controlled welding operation creates the
optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of an

SS White? bur.

CONSISTENT QUALITY

SS White? is ISO 13485 , EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS

White? bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards.You can depend on

the consistent quality of a SS White? bur... in all ways, always.

END CUT

Code Name Price +
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057-15007 SS WHITE - FG #956 End Cutting Carbide Bur, Package of 10 - #15007 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-15018 SS WHITE - FG #957 end cutting carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15018 US$ 20.86 +Info

INVERTED CONE

Code Name Price +
057-14979 SS WHITE - FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10 - #14979 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-14982 SS WHITE - FG #34 inverted cone carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14982 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14985 SS WHITE - FG #35 inverted cone carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14985 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14986 SS WHITE - FG #36 inverted cone carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14986 US$ 20.64 +Info

PEAR

Code Name Price +
057-15001 SS WHITE - FG #330 Pear shaped Carbide Bur 10/Pk - #15001 US$ 21.52 +Info

057-15008 SS WHITE - FG #330L pear shaped carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15008 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15004 SS WHITE - FG #331 pear shaped carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15004 US$ 22.43 +Info

057-15037 SS WHITE - FG #331L pear shaped carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15037 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-15005 SS WHITE - FG #332 pear shaped carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15005 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15038 SS WHITE - FG #332L pear shaped carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15038 US$ 20.19 +Info

ROUND

Crosscut Straight

10 pk

Code Name Price +
057-15021 SS WHITE - FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15021 US$ 14.36 +Info

416526 SS WHITE - FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15006 US$ 19.15 +Info

057-15024 SS WHITE - FG #1558 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15024 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15020 SS WHITE - FG #1556 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15020 US$ 20.86 +Info

Plaincut Straight

Code Name Price +
057-17707 SS WHITE - FG #1156 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, 10/Pk - #17707 US$ 20.41 +Info

057-17708 SS WHITE - FG #1157 straight dome plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17708 US$ 20.19 +Info

057-17709 SS WHITE - FG #1158 straight dome plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17709 US$ 20.86 +Info

Round

Code Name Price +
057-14967 SS WHITE - FG #2 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14967 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14968 SS WHITE - FG #3 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14968 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14970 SS WHITE - FG #4 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14970 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14971 SS WHITE - FG #5 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14971 US$ 20.19 +Info

057-14973 SS WHITE - FG #6 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14973 US$ 19.29 +Info

057-14974 SS WHITE - FG #7 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14974 US$ 19.29 +Info

057-17706 SS WHITE - FG #8 round carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17706 US$ 19.29 +Info
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Tapered

Code Name Price +
057-17712 SS WHITE - FG #1170 taper dome carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17712 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-17716 SS WHITE - FG #1170L taper dome carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17716 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-17714 SS WHITE - FG #1171 taper dome carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17714 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-17717 SS WHITE - FG #1171L taper dome carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17717 US$ 21.76 +Info

STRAIGHT

Crosscut Straight

Code Name Price +
057-15003 SS WHITE - FG #556 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15003 US$ 19.29 +Info

057-15059 SS WHITE - FG #556L straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15059 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-15009 SS WHITE - FG #558 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15009 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15034 SS WHITE - FG #559 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15034 US$ 20.19 +Info

057-15035 SS WHITE - FG #560 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10 - #15035 US$ 19.29 +Info

Plaincut Straight

Code Name Price +
057-14991 SS WHITE - FG #56 straight fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14991 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14994 SS WHITE - FG #57 straight fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14994 US$ 20.19 +Info

057-14996 SS WHITE - FG #58 straight fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14996 US$ 11.21 +Info

TAPERED

Crosscut Flat End

Code Name Price +
057-16890 SS WHITE - FG #699 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #16890 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-15012 SS WHITE - FG #700 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15012 US$ 20.66 +Info

057-15015 SS WHITE - FG #701 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15015 US$ 19.29 +Info

057-17608 SS WHITE - FG #702 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #17608 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-16894 SS WHITE - FG #700L taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #16894 US$ 20.64 +Info

057-15036 SS WHITE - FG #701L taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15036 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-16892 SS WHITE - FG #699L taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #16892 US$ 22.43 +Info

057-15017 SS WHITE - FG #703 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15017 US$ 22.43 +Info

Plaincut Flat End

Code Name Price +
057-16884 SS WHITE - FG #169 taper fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #16884 US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14997 SS WHITE - FG #170 taper fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #14997 US$ 21.76 +Info

057-15000 SS WHITE - FG #171 taper fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15000 US$ 19.29 +Info

057-15031 SS WHITE - FG #171L taper fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15031 US$ 21.76 +Info

Plaincut Flat End Long

Code Name Price +
057-15030 SS WHITE - FG #170L taper fissure plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs - #15030 US$ 22.43 +Info
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 436080 Alpen FG #7002 12 Blade
Round Trimm
FG #7002 12 Blade Round Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7004 12 blade Round T&F B
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432256 Alpen FG #7006 - 12 Flute
Round Tri
FG #7006 - 12 Flute Round Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of
5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7008 12 blade Round T&F B
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 427002 Alpen FG #7009 - 12 Flute
Round Tri
FG #7009 - 12 Flute Round Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433637 Alpen FG #700L Long
Cross Cut Taper
FG #700L Long Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 426749 Alpen FG #701 SL
(surgical length)
FG #701 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435938 Alpen FG #701 SS (short
shank) Tape
FG #701 SS (short shank) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426869 Alpen FG #701 taper
fissure crosscu
FG #701 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432219 Alpen FG #701 Taper
Fissure Crosscu
FG #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433699 Alpen FG #701L Long
Cross Cut Taper
FG #701L Long Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435955 Alpen FG #702 Cross Cut
Tapered Fis
FG #702 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.95

SHOFU - 469849 Fg Robot Point 0895C-1C 6k
SHOFU FG Robot 0895C-1 Round End Wheel Grit C Length-1 .8-6pk # 0895C-1SHOFU -
FG Robot Round End Wheel Grit Coarse Length 1.8
FG Diamond Burs
# 112134 - Mfg # 0895C 1

US$ 40.29
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Features:
The computerized production process guarantees an uniform distribution of a precise amount of natural
diamond particles.
The diamond abrasives are available in the three different grit sizes superfine, fine, regular, coarse and super
coarse.
Six different shapes are available for minimally invasive therapy. Compared with conventional diamonds the
working parts are small; the narrow and slender instrument neck allows an unimpeded view of the surface
that is to be prepared.

Indication

In the dental practice

For cavity and crown preparations and for adjusting direct restorative materials

In the dental laboratory

e. g. fine adjustments to full anatomically designed occlusal surfaces on porcelain crowns, inlays, onlays and
approximal areas

Range of use

Suitable for the following materials: tooth enamel, porcelain, composites, filling materials such as GIC,
cements

Benefits

* Exact, uniform distribution of the diamond particles
* Shank and working end are produced from a one-piece blank
* Long lasting
* Precision running
* Vibration-free action

SS WHITE-458029 Fissurotomy Micro Narrow Taper Fiss
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 46.60
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458831 Fissurotomy Micro Narrow Taper Fiss
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 441.92
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 432197 Alpen FG #702 Taper
Fissure Crosscu
FG #702 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435898 Alpen FG #702 taper
fissure crosscu
FG #702 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430746 Alpen FG #702L Long
Cross Cut Taper
FG #702L Long Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433700 Alpen FG #703 Taper
Fissure Crosscu
FG #703 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431576 Alpen FG #7102 - 12 Flute
Flame Sha
FG #7102 - 12 Flute Flame Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 5.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426727 Alpen FG #7103 - 12 Flute
Interprox
FG #7103 - 12 Flute Interproximal Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

PAC-DENT - 449060 Pac-Dent FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur,
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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Alpen FG #7104 12 blade Flame T&F B
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7106 12 blade Flame T&F B
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431620 Alpen FG #7108 - 12 Flute
Flame Sha
FG #7108 - 12 Flute Flame Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 5.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426561 Alpen FG #7114 Tapered
Trimming and
FG #7114 Tapered Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of 5.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426557 Alpen FG #7204 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7204 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431691 Alpen FG #7205 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7205 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 436077 Alpen FG #7206 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7206 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7214 12 blade Taper T&F B
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433519 Alpen FG #7282K6 - 12
Flute Curetta
FG #7282K6 - 12 Flute Curettage Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5

US$ 47.43

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430699 Alpen FG #7283-2 - 12
Flute Paralle
FG #7283-2 - 12 Flute Parallel Bevel Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 436076 Alpen FG #7283K6 - 12
Flute Curetta
FG #7283K6 - 12 Flute Curettage Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 436074 Alpen FG #7303 - 12 Flute
Long Pear
FG #7303 - 12 Flute Long Pear Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 430689 Alpen FG #7304 - 12 Flute
Long Pear
FG #7304 - 12 Flute Long Pear Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430700 Alpen FG #7345 - 12 Flute
Chamferin
FG #7345 - 12 Flute Chamfering Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur, Package
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431577 Alpen FG #7611 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7611 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Package of
5.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426783 Alpen FG #7664 - 12 Flute
Round End
FG #7664 - 12 Flute Round End Taper Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Pack
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431613 Alpen FG #7675 - 12 Flute
Round End
FG #7675 - 12 Flute Round End Taper Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Pack
of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 436072 Alpen FG #7702 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7702 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Pack of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

HOUSE BRAND - 469786 Taper Flt Crs C FG#700L 100pk US$ 78.40
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SHARK-FG-700L Tapered Flat End - Long - Cross Cut -100pk - Surgical Burs # FG700L
SHARK - Tapered Flat End Long FG-700L - 10pk
Surgical Carbide Burs 
# 102631 

Feature
Cross Cut - Surgical Burs - Each 

The Shark Surgical carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade
tungsten carbide, using a unique method of construction.

Surgical Bur
* The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures through out the process.
* Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA
BSI and CE European standards
* Sterisafe Oral surgery tungsten carbide burs are designed, manufactured and
finished for optimum strength, performance and durability covering a wide selection
of applications from everyday dental surgery, implantology as well as
premaxillofacial surgery.
* Sterisafe Oral surgery burs are packaged in individual gamma sterile pouches
offering the patient and dental professional confidence and ultimate infection
control.

Bur Type: Tapered Flat End - Long - Cross Cut

Length: 26 mm 
Size: FG0S # 700L
Quantity: 10pk

HOUSE BRAND - 469783 Tapr Flt En pL C FG#170L 100pk
SHARK-FG-170L Tapered Flat End - Long - PlainCut -100pk - Surgical Burs - # FG170L
SHARK - Tapered Flat End Long FG-170L
Surgical Carbide Burs 
# 102615 

Feature
Plain Cut - Surgical Burs - Each 

The Shark Surgical carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade
tungsten carbide, using a unique method of construction.

Surgical Bur
* The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures through out the process.
* Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA
BSI and CE European standards

US$ 78.40
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* Sterisafe Oral surgery tungsten carbide burs are designed, manufactured and finished for optimum
strength, performance and durability covering a wide selection of applications from everyday dental surgery,
implantology as well as premaxillofacial surgery.
* Sterisafe Oral surgery burs are packaged in individual gamma sterile pouches offering the patient and
dental professional confidence and ultimate infection control.

Bur Type: Tapered Flat End - Long - Plain Cut

Length: 26 mm 
Size: FG0S # 170L
Quantity: 100pk
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Alpen FG #7713 12 Blade Tapered Fis
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426754 Alpen FG #7714 - 12 Flute
Tapered T
FG #7714 - 12 Flute Tapered Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur, Pack of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426977 Alpen FG #7801 - 12 Flute
Bullet Sh
FG #7801 - 12 Flute Bullet Shaped (OS2) Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur,
Pack of 5 Burs

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7802 12 blade Bullet T&F
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7803 12 blade Bullet T&F
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7901 12 blade Needle T&F
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

SS WHITE-458054 Great White Gold FG #GW34 inverted
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 40.14
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458779 Great White Gold FG #GW35 inverted
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White

US$ 40.14
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Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is
evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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Alpen FG #7902 12 blade Needle T&F
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7903 12 blade Needle T&F
ccrrdd

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435924 Alpen FG #8 Round Carbide
Bur, clin
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433500 Alpen FG #8 Round Carbide Bur,
Pack
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432223 Alpen FG #8 SL (Surgical
Length) Ro
FG #8 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 38.95

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430688 Alpen FG #8 SS (short shank)
Round
FG #8 SS (short shank) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

PAC-DENT - 449028 Pac-Dent FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur,
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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Alpen FG #9004 30 blade Round finis
ccrrdd

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9006 30 blade Round finis
ccrrdd

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9008 30 blade Round finis
ccrrdd

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9406 30 blade egg shaped
ccrrdd

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432263 Alpen FG #956 End Cutting
Carbide B
FG #956 End Cutting Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433527 Alpen FG #957 End Cutting
Carbide B
FG #957 End Cutting Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.63

SS WHITE-458797 Great White Gold FG #GW37 inverted
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 40.14
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458866 Great White Gold FG #GW4R round res
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White

US$ 367.55
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Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is
evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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Alpen FG #9903 30 blade needle shap
ccrrdd

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432153 Alpen FG #EF3 - 12 Flute
Composite
FG #EF3 - 12 Flute Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430690 Alpen FG #EF4 - 12 Flute
Composite
FG #EF4 - 12 Flute Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426784 Alpen FG #EF6 - 12 Flute
Composite
FG #EF6 - 12 Flute Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.63

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426573 Alpen FG #EF9 - 12 Flute
Composite
FG #EF9 - 12 Flute Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 51.69

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432257 Alpen/Speedster FG
#1557G Round End
FG #1557G Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 38.15
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 433550 Alpen FG #UF3 - 30 Blade
Composite
FG #UF3 - 30 Blade Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5.

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433534 Alpen FG #UF4 - 30 Blade
Composite
FG #UF4 - 30 Blade Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5.

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426806 Alpen FG #UF6 - 30 Blade
Composite
FG #UF6 - 30 Blade Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5.

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426532 Alpen FG #UF9 - 30 Blade
Composite
FG #UF9 - 30 Blade Composite Trimming Carbide Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 88.59

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435905 Alpen/Speedster FG #1557G
Round End
FG #1557G Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 307.62

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426787 Alpen/Speedster FG
#1558G Round End
FG #1558G Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 Burs.

US$ 307.62
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 427044 Alpen/Speedster FG
#1558G Round End
FG #1558G Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10 Burs

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431564 Alpen/Speedster FG
#245G Amalgam Pr
FG #245G Amalgam Prep Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 307.62

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433535 Alpen/Speedster FG
#245G Amalgam Pr
FG #245G Amalgam Prep Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 432262 Alpen/Speedster FG
#245G SS (short
FG #245G SS (short shank) Amalgam Preparation carbide bur, package of
10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435867 Alpen/Speedster FG #2G
Round Carbid
FG #2G Round Carbide Bur, package of 10

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 427039 Alpen/Speedster FG
#330G Pear Shape
FG #330G Pear Shape Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431574 Alpen/Speedster FG
#330G Pear Shape
FG #330G Pear Shape Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 307.62
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435918 Alpen/Speedster FG
#330G SS (short
FG #330G SS (short shank) Pear shaped carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435933 Alpen/Speedster FG
#331G Pear Shape
FG #331G Pear Shape Carbide Bur, Package of 100.

US$ 307.62

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435862 Alpen/Speedster FG #34G
Inverted Co
FG #34G Inverted Cone Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435873 Alpen/Speedster FG #35G
Inverted Co
FG #35G Inverted Cone Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435863 Alpen/Speedster FG #37G
Inverted Co
FG #37G Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433560 Alpen/Speedster FG #4G
Round Carbid
FG #4G Round Carbide Bur, package of 10

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435948 Alpen/Speedster FG #4G
Round Carbid
FG #4G Round Carbide Bur, package of 100

US$ 307.62

MICROCOPY - 445024 NeoBurr FG #556 SS (Short Shank) St
FG #556 SS (Short Shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435930 Alpen/Speedster FG
#556G Straight C
FG #556G Straight Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10 burs.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 431628 Alpen/Speedster FG #557
Straight Cr
FG #557 Straight Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 100 burs.

US$ 307.62

COLTENE WHALADENT - 426881 Alpen/Speedster FG
#557G Straight C
FG #557G Straight Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10 burs.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435921 Alpen/Speedster FG #558G Straight C
FG #558G Straight Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10 burs.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 433674 Alpen/Speedster FG #6G
Round Carbid
FG #6G Round Carbide Bur, package of 10

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 430720 Alpen/Speedster FG
#701G Cross Cut
FG #701G Cross Cut Fissure Tapered Carbide Bur, Package of 10 burs.

US$ 38.15

COLTENE WHALADENT - 435891 Alpen/Speedster FG
#702G Cross Cut
FG #702G Cross Cut Fissure Tapered Carbide Bur, Package of 10 burs.

US$ 38.15

PAC-DENT - 449035 Pac-Dent FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, c
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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COLTENE WHALADENT - 435943 Alpen/Speedster FG #8G
Round Carbid
FG #8G Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 38.15

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423345 Beavers FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, cl
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423348 Beavers FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur,
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423330 Beavers FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur,
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423342 Beavers FG #1156 Straight
Dome Plai
FG #1156 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423437 Beavers FG #1157 SS (short
shank) S
FG #1157 SS (short shank) Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of
100 burs. Compare to 385456

US$ 130.00

Integra Miltex - 445792 Miltex FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, pac
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423356 Beavers FG #1158 Straight
Dome Plai
FG #1158 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423458 Beavers FG #1556 straight
dome cros
FG #1556 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423325 Beavers FG #1557 straight
dome cros
FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423338 Beavers FG #1558 straight
dome cros
FG #1558 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423363 Beavers FG #169 taper fissure
plain
FG #169 taper fissure plain carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423367 Beavers FG #3 Round Carbide Burs, C
FG #3 Round Carbide Burs, Clinic Pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423344 Beavers FG #169L Long Taper
Fissure
FG #169L Long Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423454 Beavers FG #170 taper fissure
plain
FG #170 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423343 Beavers FG #171 taper fissure
plain
FG #171 taper fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423323 Beavers FG #2 Round Carbide
Bur, cl
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423303 Beavers FG #245 Amalgam
Preparation
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423419 Beavers FG #558L straight fissure c
FG #558L straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, 100 burs/pack.

US$ 99.95
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423332 Beavers FG #245 SS (short
shank) Am
FG #245 SS (short shank) Amalgam Preparation carbide bur, clinic pack of
100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423423 Beavers FG #33 1/2 inverted
cone Ca
FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423298 Beavers FG #330 Bur - Pear
shaped C
FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped Carbide Bur. Clinic Pack of 100 carbide burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423306 Beavers FG #330 SS (short
shank) Pe
FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423305 Beavers FG #331 Pear shaped
Carbide
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423352 Beavers FG #700 taper fissure cross
FG #700 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423444 Beavers FG #331L Pear
shaped carbid
FG #331L Pear shaped carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423329 Beavers FG #332 Pear shaped
Carbide
FG #332 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423341 Beavers FG #34 inverted cone
Carbid
FG #34 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423399 Beavers FG #36 inverted cone
Carbid
FG #36 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423434 Beavers FG #37 inverted cone
Carbid
FG #37 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423313 Beavers FG #7408 12 blade Egg
shape
FG #7408 12 blade Egg shaped T&F bur, package of 100.

US$ 435.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423311 Beavers FG #4 Round Carbide
Bur, cl
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423435 Beavers FG #5 Round Carbide
Bur, cl
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423302 Beavers FG #556 SS (short
shank) st
FG #556 SS (short shank) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack
of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423316 Beavers FG #556 straight
fissure cr
FG #556 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423304 Beavers FG #557 Cross Cut
Fissure C
FG #557 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Pack of 100 Burs.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423309 Beavers FG #7901 12 blade needle
sh
FG #7901 12 blade needle shaped T&F bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 435.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423307 Beavers FG #557 Cross Cut
Fissure O
FG #557 Cross Cut Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 100/Pk. Feature a single-piece
solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal.
Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise
cut. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 208.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423301 Beavers FG #557 SL (surgical
length
FG #557 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic
pack of 100.

US$ 201.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423326 Beavers FG #557 SS (short
shank) st
FG #557 SS (short shank) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack
of 100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423331 Beavers FG #557L Straight
Fissure C
FG #557L Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, 100/pk.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423317 Beavers FG #558 Cross Cut
Fissure C
FG #558 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423319 Beavers FG #7902 12 blade needle
sh
FG #7902 12 blade needle shaped T&F bur, pack of 100.

US$ 435.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423391 Beavers FG #558 SL (surgical
length
FG #558 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic
pack of 100.

US$ 201.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423357 Beavers FG #57 straight
fissure pla
FG #57 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423320 Beavers FG #6 Round Carbide
Bur, cl
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423392 Beavers FG #699 taper fissure
cross
FG #699 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423299 Beavers FG #701 Cross Cut
Tapered F
FG #701 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a
single-piece solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone
removal. Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and
more precise cut. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 208.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423379 Beavers/Jet FG #1 round carbide bur
FG #1 round carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423339 Beavers FG #701 taper fissure
cross
FG #701 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423321 Beavers FG #701L taper
fissure cros
FG #701L taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423427 Beavers FG #702 SL (surgical
length
FG #702 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack
of 100.

US$ 201.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423448 Beavers FG #702 taper fissure
cross
FG #702 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423340 Beavers FG #7404 12 blade
Egg shape
FG #7404 12 blade Egg shaped T&F bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. *Compare
to Midwest FG 7404

US$ 435.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423400 Beavers/Jet FG #1 Round Carbide Bur
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423322 Beavers FG #7406 12 blade
egg shape
FG #7406 12 blade egg shaped T&F bur, pack of 100.

US$ 435.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423324 Beavers FG #8 Round Carbide
Bur, cl
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 129.99

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423380 Beavers/Jet FG #1/2 Round
Carbide B
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada
or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423426 Beavers/Jet FG #1/2 Round
Carbide B
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423376 Beavers/Jet FG #1/4 Round Carbide B
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423431 Beavers/Jet FG #1/4 Round Carbide B
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423385 Beavers/Jet FG #1156 straight
dome
FG #1156 straight dome plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423412 Beavers/Jet FG #1157 Straight
Dome
FG #1157 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, package of 10. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423430 Beavers/Jet FG #1157 Straight
Dome
FG #1157 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423414 Beavers/Jet FG #1158 straight
dome
FG #1158 straight dome plain carbide bur, pack of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423384 Beavers/Jet FG #1170 taper
dome car
FG #1170 taper dome carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423445 Beavers/Jet FG #3 Round Carbide Bur
FG #3 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423420 Beavers/Jet FG #1171 taper
dome car
FG #1171 taper dome carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423368 Beavers/Jet FG #1556 Straight
Dome
FG #1556 Straight Dome Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423451 Beavers/Jet FG #1556 straight
dome
FG #1556 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423395 Beavers/Jet FG #1557 straight
dome
FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423425 Beavers/Jet FG #1557 straight
dome
FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423402 Beavers/Jet FG #4 Round Carbide Bur
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.79
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423382 Beavers/Jet FG #169 taper
fissure p
FG #169 taper fissure plain carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423415 Beavers/Jet FG #170 Taper
Fissure c
FG #170 Taper Fissure carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423443 Beavers/Jet FG #170 taper
fissure p
FG #170 taper fissure plain carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 103.40

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423450 Beavers/Jet FG #171 Taper
Fissure c
FG #171 Taper Fissure carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423442 Beavers/Jet FG #171 taper
fissure p
FG #171 taper fissure plain carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 136.68

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423337 Beavers/Jet FG #5 Round Carbide Bur
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico

US$ 104.95
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423408 Beavers/Jet FG #2 Round
Carbide Bur
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or
Mexico.

US$ 19.79

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423327 Beavers/Jet FG #245 Amalgam
Prepara
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423378 Beavers/Jet FG #245 Amalgam
Prepara
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423453 Beavers/Jet FG #245 SS (short
shank
FG #245 SS (short shank) Amalgam Preparation carbide bur, package of 10
burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423432 Beavers/Jet FG #257 Straight
Flat-E
FG #257 Straight Flat-End Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423441 Beavers/Jet FG #5 Round Carbide Bur
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423393 Beavers/Jet FG #3 Round
Carbide Bur
FG #3 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423312 Beavers/Jet FG #330 Pear
shaped car
FG #330 Pear shaped carbide burs, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423349 Beavers/Jet FG #330 Pear
shaped car
FG #330 Pear shaped carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423371 Beavers/Jet FG #330 SS (short
shank
FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped carbide bur, package of 10 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423360 Beavers/Jet FG #331 Pear
shaped Car
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 118.64

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423409 Beavers/Jet FG #6 Round Carbide Bur
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.79
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423410 Beavers/Jet FG #331 Pear
shaped Car
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.79

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423336 Beavers/Jet FG #332 Pear
shaped car
FG #332 Pear shaped carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.49

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423428 Beavers/Jet FG #332 Pear
shaped Car
FG #332 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423422 Beavers/Jet FG #34 inverted
cone ca
FG #34 inverted cone carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423433 Beavers/Jet FG #34 inverted
cone Ca
FG #34 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423418 Beavers/Jet FG #7 Round Carbide Bur
FG #7 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 127.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423383 Beavers/Jet FG #35 inverted
cone ca
FG #35 inverted cone carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423397 Beavers/Jet FG #35 inverted
cone Ca
FG #35 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 132.39

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423335 Beavers/Jet FG #36 inverted
cone Ca
FG #36 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423406 Beavers/Jet FG #36 inverted
cone ca
FG #36 inverted cone carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423394 Beavers/Jet FG #37 inverted
cone Ca
FG #37 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423436 Beavers/Jet FG #7 Round Carbide Bur
FG #7 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423407 Beavers/Jet FG #37 inverted
cone ca
FG #37 inverted cone carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423413 Beavers/Jet FG #556 straight
fissur
FG #556 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423308 Beavers/Jet FG #557 SL
(surgical le
FG #557 SL (surgical length) straight crosscut fissure carbide bur, package of
10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423353 Beavers/Jet FG #557 SS (short
shank
FG #557 SS (short shank) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, package of
10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423310 Beavers/Jet FG #557 straight
fissur
FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 105.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423421 Beavers/Jet FG #700 Taper Fissure C
FG #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423456 Beavers/Jet FG #557 straight
fissur
FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423429 Beavers/Jet FG #558 straight
fissur
FG #558 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423364 Beavers/Jet FG #56 straight
fissure
FG #56 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 112.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423405 Beavers/Jet FG #56 Straight
Fissure
FG #56 Straight Fissure carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423417 Beavers/Jet FG #57 straight
fissure
FG #57 straight fissure plain carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 117.37

MICROCOPY - 444818 CrownKing FG #856-018 Round End
Tap
FG #856-018 Round End Taper Hi-Performance Crown Prep Carbide Burs,
Pack of 25 burs.

US$ 165.10
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423447 Beavers/Jet FG #57 Straight
Fissure
FG #57 Straight Fissure carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423439 Beavers/Jet FG #58 Straight
Fissure
FG #58 Straight Fissure carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423373 Beavers/Jet FG #699 Taper
Fissure C
FG #699 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423370 Beavers/Jet FG #7008 12 blade
Round
FG #7008 12 blade Round T&F bur, package of 10. Country of origin: Canada
or Mexico.

US$ 60.45

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423300 Beavers/Jet FG #701 SL
(Surgical Le
FG #701 SL (Surgical Length) Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package
of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico

US$ 19.95

SS WHITE-457953 Great White Gold FG #GW1 pear shape
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001

US$ 367.55
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and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White
reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458877 Great White Gold FG #GW1 S (short s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for

US$ 367.55
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you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of
dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to
innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

MICROCOPY - 445039 NeoBurr FG #556 Straight Fissure Cr
FG #556 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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BEAVERS DENTAL - 423446 Beavers/Jet FG #701 Taper
Fissure C
FG #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423328 Beavers/Jet FG #702 SL
(surgical le
FG #702 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, package of
10 burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423369 Beavers/Jet FG #702 Taper
Fissure C
FG #702 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.95

BEAVERS DENTAL - 423449 Beavers/Jet FG #702 taper
fissure c
FG #702 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country
of origin: Canada or Mexico

US$ 104.95

CROSSTECH - 436491 Crosstech FG MC #702 barracuda
meta
FG MC #702 barracuda metal/ crown cutter, carbide bur, Ideal for rapid
reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth structure.
Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access, Package of
10.

US$ 29.99

SS WHITE-457995 Great White Gold FG #GW245 Pear Sha
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001

US$ 367.55
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and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White
reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458026 Great White Gold FG #GW245 Pear Sha
FG #GW245 Pear Shaped Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, 50/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458081 Great White Gold FG #GW2P pear shap
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality

US$ 40.14
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Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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CROSSTECH - 436493 Crosstech FG MC Size #04 Barracuda
FG MC Size #04 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436496 Crosstech FG MC Size #06 Barracuda
FG MC Size #06 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436492 Crosstech FG MC Size #08 Barracuda
FG MC Size #08 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436486 Crosstech FG MC Size #1557
Barracud
FG MC Size #1557 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436488 Crosstech FG MC Size #245
Barracuda
FG MC Size #245 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

SS WHITE-457946 Great White Gold FG #GW330 pear sha
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001

US$ 367.55
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and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White
reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457937 Great White Gold FG #GW557 straight
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.

US$ 367.55
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All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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CROSSTECH - 436489 Crosstech FG MC Size #330
Barracuda
FG MC Size #330 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436487 Crosstech FG MC Size #331
Barracuda
FG MC Size #331 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436498 Crosstech FG MC Size #34 Barracuda
FG MC Size #34 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436497 Crosstech FG MC Size #35 Barracuda
FG MC Size #35 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436494 Crosstech FG MC Size #37 Barracuda
FG MC Size #37 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal for
rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

MEISINGER - 441127 Meisinger FG #2 SL (Surgical Length
Meisinger FG #2 SL (Surgical Length) Round, 1.0mm Diameter Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 12.99
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CROSSTECH - 436490 Crosstech FG MC Size #556
Barracuda
FG MC Size #556 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436485 Crosstech FG MC Size #558
Barracuda
FG MC Size #558 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

CROSSTECH - 436495 Crosstech FG MC Size #701
Barracuda
FG MC Size #701 Barracuda Metal/ Crown Cutter, Carbide Bur. 10/Pk. Ideal
for rapid reduction of materials such as amalgam, porcelain, metal and tooth
structure. Its sharp transversing tip and blade design offer a powerful cutting
performance, perfect for crown removal and endodontic access.

US$ 29.99

MICROCOPY - 444759 CrownKing FG #379-023 Football
Hi-P
FG #379-023 Football Hi-Performance Crown Prep Carbide Burs, Pack of
25 burs.

US$ 165.10

MICROCOPY - 444874 CrownKing FG #847-016 Flat End
Tape
FG #847-016 Flat End Taper Hi-Performance Crown Prep Carbide Burs,
Pack of 25 burs.

US$ 165.10

Integra Miltex - 448108 Miltex FG #170L Plain Fisher Taper
FG #170L Plain Fisher Taper Carbide Bur, package of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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MICROCOPY - 444710 CrownKing FG #856-016 Round End
Tap
FG #856-016 Round End Taper Hi-Performance Crown Prep Carbide Burs,
Pack of 25 burs.

US$ 165.10

DENTALREE - 432321 DentalRee FG #330 Pear shaped carbi
FG #330 Pear shaped carbide bur, 10/Pk. Head Size (1/10 mm): 008. Head
Length - 1.6mm.

US$ 16.99

DENTALREE - 432330 DentalRee FG #330 Pear shaped
carbi
FG #330 Pear shaped carbide bur, 100/pk. Head Size (1/10 mm): 008. Head
Length - 1.6mm.

US$ 113.99

DENTALREE - 432331 DentalRee FG #34 Inverted Cone Carb
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/pk.

US$ 16.99

DENTALREE - 432324 DentalRee FG #4 round carbide bur,
FG #4 round carbide bur, 10/pk.

US$ 16.99

Integra Miltex - 448097 Miltex FG #171 Plain Fisher Taper C
FG #171 Plain Fisher Taper Carbide Bur, package of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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DENTALREE - 432327 DentalRee FG #556 Cross Cut Fissure
FG #556 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High Quality carbide
burs.Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 16.99

DENTALREE - 432328 DentalRee FG #557 straight fissure
FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, 100/pk.

US$ 113.99

DENTALREE - 432325 DentalRee FG #6 round carbide bur,
FG #6 round carbide bur, 10/pk.

US$ 16.99

DENTALREE - 432326 DentalRee FG #7903 Needle Shaped,
1
FG #7903 Needle Shaped, 12 Blade, Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
5/pk.

US$ 20.99

DENTALREE - 432329 DentalRee FGOS #557 straight fissur
FGOS #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide burs,10/pk. Surgical length
25mm, Solid 1-piece carbide bur.

US$ 20.99

Integra Miltex - 445283 Miltex FG #2 SL (Surgical Length) R
FG #2 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 32.59
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DEDECO - 428613 Euro Goldies FG #7008 Composite Tri
FG #7008 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 15.27

DEDECO - 428550 Euro Goldies FG #7104 Composite Tri
FG #7104 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 21.99
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DEDECO - 428656 Euro Goldies FG #7106 Composite Tri
FG #7106 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 18.79

DEDECO - 428681 Euro Goldies FG #MCD-1 Metal Trimmi
FG #MCD-1 Metal Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 18.13
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DEDECO - 428714 Euro Goldies FG #MCD-3 Metal Trimmi
FG #MCD-3 Metal Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 15.27

DEDECO - 428636 Euro Goldies FG #TFD-1 Composite Tr
FG #TFD-1 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 20.24
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DEDECO - 428667 Euro Goldies FG #TFD-2 Composite Tr
FG #TFD-2 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 18.79

DEDECO - 428553 Euro Goldies FG #TFD-4 Composite Tr
FG #TFD-4 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 15.83
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DEDECO - 428545 Euro Goldies FG #TFD-5 Composite Tr
FG #TFD-5 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 21.95

DEDECO - 428640 Euro Goldies FG #TFD-6 Composite Tr
FG #TFD-6 Composite Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 16.50
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SS WHITE-458072 Express Line FG #EL-4 Round Bur 10/
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 63.32
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458067 Express Line Lab Metal Finishing Bu
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 63.32
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

ORTHOEXTENT - 447375 EZ Cut 12 Blade Trimming &
Finishin
12 Blade Trimming & Finishing Carbide Bur FG MC 557 Barracuda. 6/Pk.
Head size - 1.8mm. Head length - 3.4mm. Manufactured with high density fine
grain metal and are characterized by their quality and durability. Their
functional construction and optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency
and stability. Once piece stainless steel shank is toughened through heat
treatment to ensure precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 49.00

ORTHOEXTENT - 447538 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG
1157
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 1157 Round End Fissure 15/Pack. Head size -
1.0mm. Head Length - 3.7mm. Manufactured with high density fine grain
metal and are characterized by their quality and durability. Their functional
construction and optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency and stability.
Once piece stainless steel shank is toughened through heat treatment to
ensure precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00

ORTHOEXTENT - 447522 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 330
P
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 330 Pear 15/Pack. Head size - 0.8mm. Head Length
- 1.6mm. Manufactured with high density fine grain metal and are
characterized by their quality and durability. Their functional construction and
optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency and stability. Once piece
stainless steel shank is toughened through heat treatment to ensure
precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00

ORTHOEXTENT - 447548 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 35
In
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 35 Inverted Cone 15/Pack. Head size - 1.0mm. Head
Length - 1.1mm. Manufactured with high density fine grain metal and are
characterized by their quality and durability. Their functional construction and
optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency and stability. Once piece
stainless steel shank is toughened through heat treatment to ensure
precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00
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ORTHOEXTENT - 447484 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 557
C
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 557 Crosscut Fissure 15/Pack. Head size - 1.0mm.
Head Length - 4.2mm. Manufactured with high density fine grain metal and
are characterized by their quality and durability. Their functional construction
and optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency and stability. Once piece
stainless steel shank is toughened through heat treatment to ensure
precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00

ORTHOEXTENT - 447572 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 56
St
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 56 Straight Fissure 15/Pack. Head size - 0.9mm.
Head Length - 4.2mm. Manufactured with high density fine grain metal and
are characterized by their quality and durability. Their functional construction
and optimal concricity guarantees cutting efficiency and stability. Once piece
stainless steel shank is toughened through heat treatment to ensure
precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00

ORTHOEXTENT - 447402 EZ Cut 6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 6
Rou
6 Blade Carbide Bur FG 6 Round 15/Pack. Head size - 1.8mm. Manufactured
with high density fine grain metal and are characterized by their quality and
durability. Their functional construction and optimal concricity guarantees
cutting efficiency and stability. Once piece stainless steel shank is toughened
through heat treatment to ensure precision, strength, and rigidity.

US$ 45.00

SS WHITE-458031 Fissurotomy Micro Shallow Taper Fis
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White

US$ 46.60
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particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458714 Fissurotomy Micro Shallow Taper Fis
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 

US$ 441.92
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MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458740 Fissurotomy Micro Shallow Taper Fis
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,

US$ 46.60
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EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS
White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457934 Fissurotomy Original Taper Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.

US$ 46.60
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All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457943 Fissurotomy Original Taper Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 454.66
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457981 Fissurotomy Original Taper Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 441.92
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457982 Fissurotomy Original Taper Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 46.60
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458811 Great White FG #GWDC1 Depth Cutter
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 81.20
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458876 Great White FG #GWDC1 Depth Cutter
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 81.20
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458679 Great White Gold FG #GW1557 straigh
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 367.55
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458685 Great White Gold FG #GW2 S (short s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 367.55
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457928 Great White Gold FG #GW2 straight f
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 367.55
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458053 Great White Gold FG #GW2 Straight F
FG #GW2 Straight Fissure Restorative Removal Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458692 Great White Gold FG #GW2R round res
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 367.55
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458729 Great White Gold FG #GW6R round res
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 367.55
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458079 Great White HP #31P Conical Side Cu
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality

US$ 25.46
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Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458094 Great White HP #32P Cylinrical Roun
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for

US$ 25.46
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concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458085 Great White HP #51A Bullet, Course
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 31.38
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458052 Great White HP #52C Egg, Medium Do
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 31.38
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458095 Great White HP #71G Inverted Cone,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 25.46
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458084 Great White HP #73C Inverted Cone,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 31.69
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458066 Great White HP #84T Conical Domed E
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 31.69
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458014 Great White Ultra Crown & Bridge Pr
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 95.05
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457991 Great White Ultra FG #379.023 Footb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 33.50
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458859 Great White Ultra FG #845.016 Flat
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 33.50
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458855 Great White Ultra FG #845.018 Flat
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 33.50
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458870 Great White Ultra FG #845.025 Flat
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 33.50
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458847 Great White Ultra FG #847.016 SS Fl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 33.50
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458865 Great White Ultra FG #847.018 SS Fl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 33.50
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458802 Great White Ultra FG #847.020 Flat
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 33.50
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458882 Great White Ultra FG #847.020 SS Fl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 33.50
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458878 Great White Ultra FG #855.025 Round
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 33.50
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458087 Great White Ultra FG #856.016 SS Ro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 33.50
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458055 Great White Ultra FG #856.018 SS Ro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 33.50
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458826 Great White Ultra FG #856.020 SS Ro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 33.50
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458707 Great White Ultra FG #856.023 Round
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced
the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 33.50
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457952 Great White Z FG #856.018 Round End
FG #856.018 Round End Taper Zirconia Cutting Diamond Bur 10/Pack.
Superior line of engineered diamond instruments specifically designed to take
on the toughest zirconia crowns and copings with ease.

US$ 0.00

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438453 iSmile #2 Round Oral
Surgery Bur 10
#2 Round Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid carbide
construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly concentric
bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut. Package of 10.
Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 19.99
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438361 iSmile #4 Round Oral
Surgery Bur 10
#4 Round Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid carbide
construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly concentric
bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut. Package of 10.
Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 19.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438413 iSmile #6 Round Oral
Surgery Bur 10
#6 Round Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid carbide
construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly concentric
bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut. Package of 10.
Diameter: 1.8mm

US$ 19.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439226 iSmile FG #1 Round
Carbide Bur 10/P
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441359 iSmile FG #1 Round
Carbide Bur Clin
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438949 iSmile FG #1/2 Round
Carbide Bur 10
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 15.49

Integra Miltex - 447976 Miltex FG #33 1/2 Inverted Cone Car
FG #33 1/2 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438758 iSmile FG #1/2
Round Carbide Bur Cl
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438419 iSmile FG #1/4
Round Carbide Bur 10
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.5mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438463 iSmile FG #1/4 Round
Carbide Bur 10
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.5mm.

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441346 iSmile FG #1155
Round End Fissure C
FG #1155 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441368 iSmile FG #1155
Round End Fissure C
FG #1155 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 448166 Miltex FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438451 iSmile FG #1156
Round End Fissure C
FG #1156 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.9mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441246 iSmile FG #1156
Round End Fissure C
FG #1156 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.9mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438398 iSmile FG #1157
Round End Fissure C
FG #1157 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441360 iSmile FG #1157
Round End Fissure C
FG #1157 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438757 iSmile FG #1158
Round End Fissure C
FG #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 445503 Miltex FG #557 straight crosscut fi
FG #557 straight crosscut fissure carbide bur. Pack of 10.

US$ 23.21
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439513 iSmile FG #1158
Round End Fissure C
FG #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438364 iSmile FG #1169
Round End Fissure C
FG #1169 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439475 iSmile FG #1169
Round End Fissure C
FG #1169 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438585 iSmile FG #1170
Round End Taper Car
FG #1170 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438723 iSmile FG #1170
Round End Taper Car
FG #1170 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 14.99

Integra Miltex - 445423 Miltex FG #558 SL (surgical length)
FG #558 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438759 iSmile FG #1171
Round End Taper Car
FG #1171 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439548 iSmile FG #1171
Round End Taper Car
FG #1171 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439383 iSmile FG #1172
Round End Taper Car
FG #1172 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441245 iSmile FG #1172
Round End Taper Car
FG #1172 Round End Taper Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438506 iSmile FG #1556
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1556 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic Pack of 100.
Diameter: 0.9mm.

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 445795 Miltex FG #558L Straight Fisher Cro
FG #558L Straight Fisher Crosscut Carbide Bur, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 23.21
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438886 iSmile FG #1556
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1556 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.9mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438380 iSmile FG #1557
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100.
High quality carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter:
1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441363 iSmile FG #1557
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438750 iSmile FG #1558
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1558 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100.
High quality carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter:
1.2mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439232 iSmile FG #1558
Round End Cross Cut
FG #1558 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 15.49

Integra Miltex - 448039 Miltex FG #559 straight fissure cro
FG #559 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, pack of 10

US$ 23.21
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439101 iSmile FG #167 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #167 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.7mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441358 iSmile FG #167 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #167 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.7mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439229 iSmile FG #168 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #168 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439453 iSmile FG #168 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #168 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438755 iSmile FG #169 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #169 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 445249 Miltex FG #57 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #57 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441242 iSmile FG #169 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #169 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438746 iSmile FG #169L
Taper Fissure Carbi
FG #169L Taper Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 112.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439105 iSmile FG #170 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #170 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441361 iSmile FG #170 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #170 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439547 iSmile FG #171 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #171 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 15.49

Integra Miltex - 448087 Miltex FG #58 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #58 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441354 iSmile FG #171 Taper
FissureCarbide
FG #171 Taper FissureCarbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439455 iSmile FG #172 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #172 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441369 iSmile FG #172 Taper
Fissure Carbid
FG #172 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438615 iSmile FG #2 Round
Carbide Bur 10/P
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439394 iSmile FG #2 Round
Carbide Bur Clin
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 445292 Miltex FG #6 SL (Surgical Length) R
FG #6 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438365 iSmile FG #245
Amalgam Preparation
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438582 iSmile FG #245
Amalgam Preparation
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439225 iSmile FG #246
Amalgam Preparation
FG #246 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439416 iSmile FG #246
Amalgam Preparation
FG #246 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438583 iSmile FG #256
Amalgam Preparation
FG #256 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 115.99

Integra Miltex - 445160 Miltex FG #701 SL (surgical length)
FG #701 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439514 iSmile FG #256
Amalgam Preparation
FG #256 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438753 iSmile FG #257
Amalgam Preparation
FG #257 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441248 iSmile FG #257
Amalgam Preparation
FG #257 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441365 iSmile FG #271 Inlay
Prep Carbide B
FG #271 Inlay Prep Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441367 iSmile FG #271 Inlay
Prep Carbide B
FG #271 Inlay Prep Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 14.99

Integra Miltex - 445406 Miltex FG #702 SL (surgical length)
FG #702 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438951 iSmile FG #329 Pear
Carbide Bur 10/
FG #329 Pear Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438396 iSmile FG #329 Pear
Carbide Bur Cli
FG #329 Pear Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438449 iSmile FG #33-1/2
Inverted Cone Car
FG #33-1/2 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439102 iSmile FG #33-1/2
Inverted Cone Car
FG #33-1/2 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.6mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438375 iSmile FG #330 Pear
Carbide Bur 10/
FG #330 Pear Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 15.49

Integra Miltex - 445625 Miltex FG #8 SL (Surgical Length) R
FG #8 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, 10/Pk.

US$ 32.59
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438352 iSmile FG #330 Pear
Carbide Bur Cli
FG #330 Pear Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.8mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439404 iSmile FG #331 Pear
Carbide Bur 10/
FG #331 Pear Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439393 iSmile FG #331 Pear
Carbide Bur Cli
FG #331 Pear Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439472 iSmile FG #332 Pear
Carbide Bur 10/
FG #332 Pear Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438752 iSmile FG #332 Pear
Carbide Bur Cli
FG #332 Pear Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 444826 NeoBurr FG #1 Round Carbide Bur,
Pa
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438584 iSmile FG #34
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438795 iSmile FG #34 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438751 iSmile FG #35
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439406 iSmile FG #35 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439515 iSmile FG #36 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 15.49

MICROCOPY - 444748 NeoBurr FG #1 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #1 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25.

US$ 83.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441364 iSmile FG #36
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438722 iSmile FG #37 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441345 iSmile FG #37
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438754 iSmile FG #38
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #38 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439108 iSmile FG #38 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #38 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 15.49

MICROCOPY - 445025 NeoBurr FG #1/2 Round Carbide
Bur,
FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439227 iSmile FG #39 Inverted
Cone Carbide
FG #39 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.8mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441366 iSmile FG #39
Inverted Cone Carbide
FG #39 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.8mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438462 iSmile FG #4 Round
Carbide Bur 10/P
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 15.50

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438397 iSmile FG #4 Round
Carbide Bur Clin
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438291 iSmile FG #556
Cross Cut Fissure Ca
FG #556 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 444789 NeoBurr FG #1/2 SL (Surgical Length
FG #1/2 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 83.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439100 iSmile FG #556 Cross
Cut Fissure Ca
FG #556 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438336 iSmile FG #557
Cross Cut Fissure Ca
FG #557 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439014 iSmile FG #557 Cross
Cut Fissure Ca
FG #557 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 15.49

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438448 iSmile FG #558
Cross Cut Fissure Ca
FG #558 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441344 iSmile FG #558 Cross
Cut Fissure Ca
FG #558 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 14.99

MICROCOPY - 444830 NeoBurr FG #1/4 Round Carbide
Bur,
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438760 iSmile FG #559
Cross Cut Fissure Ca
FG #559 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441356 iSmile FG #559 Cross
Cut Fissure Ca
FG #559 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438883 iSmile FG #56 Straight
Fissure Carb
FG #56 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441348 iSmile FG #56
Straight Fissure Carb
FG #56 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438756 iSmile FG #560
Cross Cut Fissure Ca
FG #560 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 445023 NeoBurr FG #1156 Round End Fissure
FG #1156 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439231 iSmile FG #560 Cross
Cut Fissure Ca
FG #560 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438507 iSmile FG #57
Straight Fissure Carb
FG #57 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439228 iSmile FG #57 Straight
Fissure Carb
FG #57 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441352 iSmile FG #58 Straight
Fissure Carb
FG #58 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441362 iSmile FG #58
Straight Fissure Carb
FG #58 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 444880 NeoBurr FG #1157 Round End
Fissure
FG #1157 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441343 iSmile FG #59 Straight
Fissure Carb
FG #59 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441355 iSmile FG #59
Straight Fissure Carb
FG #59 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438378 iSmile FG #6 Round
Carbide Bur 10/P
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.8mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439449 iSmile FG #6 Round
Carbide Bur Clin
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.8mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441243 iSmile FG #60 Straight
Fissure Carb
FG #60 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.5mm.

US$ 14.99

MICROCOPY - 445046 NeoBurr FG #1157 SS (Short Shank)
R
FG #1157 SS (Short Shank) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of
50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441351 iSmile FG #60
Straight Fissure Carb
FG #60 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Diameter: 1.5mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438885 iSmile FG #699 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #699 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439413 iSmile FG #699 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #699 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High
quality carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.9mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439398 iSmile FG #700 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High
quality carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441302 iSmile FG #700 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 14.99

MICROCOPY - 444804 NeoBurr FG #1158 Round End
Fissure
FG #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439454 iSmile FG #701 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High
quality carbide burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439476 iSmile FG #701 Taper
Fissure Crossc
FG #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438761 iSmile FG #702
Cross Cut Tapered Fi
FG #702 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100.
Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439103 iSmile FG #702 Cross
Cut Tapered Fi
FG #702 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441342 iSmile FG #703 Cross
Cut Tapered Fi
FG #703 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Diameter: 2.1mm.

US$ 14.99

MICROCOPY - 444827 NeoBurr FG #1171 Round End
Tapered
FG #1171 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 441349 iSmile FG #703
Cross Cut Tapered Fi
FG #703 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100.
Diameter: 2.1mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438558 iSmile FG #8 Round
Carbide Bur 10/P
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 2.3mm

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438450 iSmile FG #8 Round
Carbide Bur Clin
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 2.3mm

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438431 iSmile FG #8 Round
Oral Surgery Bur
FG #8 Round Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid carbide
construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly concentric
bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut. Package of 10.
Diameter: 2.3mm

US$ 19.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438748 iSmile FGSS #1557
Round End Cross C
FGSS #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High
quality carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100.
Short Shank. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 445020 NeoBurr FG #1556 Round End
Fissure
FG #1556 Round End Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438950 iSmile FGSS #1557
Round End Cross C
FGSS #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pk. High quality
carbide burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank.
Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439017 iSmile FGSS #2
Round Carbide Bur 10
FGSS #2 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439405 iSmile FGSS #2
Round Carbide Bur 10
FGSS #2 Round Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Short Shank. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438440 iSmile FGSS #245
Amalgam Preparatio
FGSS #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Short Shank.
Diameter: 0.9mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438884 iSmile FGSS #245
Amalgam Preparatio
FGSS #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank. Diameter:
0.9mm.

US$ 14.99

MICROCOPY - 445044 NeoBurr FG #1557 Round End
Fissure
FG #1557 Round End Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438439 iSmile FGSS #330
Pear Carbide 10/Pa
FGSS #330 Pear Carbide 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 18.00

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438574 iSmile FGSS #330
Pear Carbide Bur 1
FGSS #330 Pear Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Short Shank. Diameter: 0.8mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439516 iSmile FGSS #4
Round Carbide Bur 10
FGSS #4 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 14.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 438747 iSmile FGSS #4
Round Carbide Bur Cl
FGSS #4 Round Carbide Bur Clinic 100/Pk. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Short Shank. Diameter:
1.4mm.

US$ 115.99

ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439387 iSmile FGSS #557
Cross Cut Fissure
FGSS #557 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 100/Pk. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-speed handpieces. Clinic pack of 100. Short Shank.
Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 115.99

MICROCOPY - 445029 NeoBurr FG #1557 SS (Short Shank)
R
FG #1557 SS (Short Shank) Round End Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur,
Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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ISMILE DENTAL PRODUCTS - 439459 iSmile FGSS #557
Cross Cut Fissure
FGSS #557 Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs
for use in High-speed handpieces. Pack of 10. Short Shank. Diameter:
1.0mm.

US$ 14.99

JOHNSON-PROMIDENT - 437861 Johnson-Promident FG
558 Carbide Bu
FG 558 Carbide Bur Flat Fissure Cross Cut, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 12.00

MEISINGER - 441128 Meisinger FG #331L Pear Shaped Carb
Meisinger FG #331L Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 1.0mm Diameter.

US$ 12.99

MEISINGER - 441122 Meisinger FG #332L Pear Shaped Carb
Meisinger FG #332L Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 1.2mm Diameter.

US$ 12.99

MEISINGER - 441125 Meisinger FG #558, Straight Fissure
Meisinger FG #558, Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, 1.2 mm Diameter,
5/Pk.

US$ 12.99

MICROCOPY - 444868 NeoBurr FG #169 Tapered Fissure Car
FG #169 Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00
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MEISINGER - 441120 Meisinger FG #56 Straight Fissure P
Meisinger FG #56 Straight Fissure Plain Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.0.9 mm Diameter.

US$ 12.99

Integra Miltex - 447945 Miltex FG #1557 straight round head
FG #1557 straight round head crosscut fissure carbide bur, pack of 10.

US$ 23.21

Integra Miltex - 445171 Miltex FG #4 SL (surgical length) R
FG #4 SL (surgical length) Round Carbide Bur. Pack of 10.

US$ 32.59

Integra Miltex - 445105 Miltex FG #557 SL (surgical length)
FG #557 SL (surgical length) straight crosscut fissure carbide bur, pack of 10
burs.

US$ 32.59

Integra Miltex - 445407 Miltex FG #559 SL (surgical length)
FG #559 SL (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack of 10

US$ 32.59

MICROCOPY - 444782 NeoBurr FG #162 Lindemann Carbide
B
FG #162 Lindemann Carbide Bur, Taper Fisher Crosscut 5/Pk.

US$ 68.99
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MICROCOPY - 445033 NeoBurr FG #169L Tapered Fissure
Ca
FG #169L Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445043 NeoBurr FG #170 Taper Fissure
Carbi
FG #170 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445034 NeoBurr FG #170L Taper Fissure
Carb
FG #170L Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444857 NeoBurr FG #2 Round Carbide Bur. Pa
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444861 NeoBurr FG #2 SL (surgical length)
FG #2 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur, Package of 25.

US$ 83.00

MICROCOPY - 445031 NeoBurr FG #2 SS (Short Shank)
Roun
FG #2 SS (Short Shank) Round Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444686 NeoBurr FG #245 Amalgam Prep
Carbid
FG #245 Amalgam Prep Carbide Bur, 50/Pk. Sterilized.

US$ 109.00
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MICROCOPY - 445047 NeoBurr FG #245 SS (short shank)
Am
FG #245 SS (short shank) Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Package of
50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444862 NeoBurr FG #329 Pear shaped
Carbide
FG #329 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445030 NeoBurr FG #33 1/2 Inverted Cone
Ca
FG #33 1/2 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444701 NeoBurr FG #330 Pear Shaped
Carbide
FG #330 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 50/Pk. Sterilized.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444877 NeoBurr FG #330 SS (Short Shank)
Pe
FG #330 SS (Short Shank) Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444805 NeoBurr FG #331 Pear Shaped
Carbide
FG #331 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444828 NeoBurr FG #331 SS (Short Shank)
Pe
FG #331 SS (Short Shank) Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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MICROCOPY - 445038 NeoBurr FG #331L Pear Shaped
Carbid
FG #331L Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445035 NeoBurr FG #332 Pear shaped
Carbide
FG #332 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445036 NeoBurr FG #34 Inverted Cone
Carbid
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444866 NeoBurr FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbid
FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444829 NeoBurr FG #35 SS (Short Shank)
Inv
FG #35 SS (Short Shank) Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445049 NeoBurr FG #36 Inverted Cone
Carbid
FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445048 NeoBurr FG #37 Inverted Cone
Carbid
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444788 NeoBurr FG #557 SS (Short Shank) St
FG #557 SS (Short Shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of
50 burs. Sterilized.

US$ 109.00
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MICROCOPY - 444703 NeoBurr FG #4 Round Carbide Bur.
Pa
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444776 NeoBurr FG #4 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #4 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 83.00

MICROCOPY - 444864 NeoBurr FG #4 SS (Short Shank)
Roun
FG #4 SS (Short Shank) Round Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444651 NeoBurr FG #557 SL (Surgical Length
FG #557 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Pack of
25 Burs. Sterilized.

US$ 83.00

MICROCOPY - 444668 NeoBurr FG #557 Straight Fissure Cr
FG #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, 50/Pk. Sterilized.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445018 NeoBurr FG #557L Straight Fissure
C
FG #557L Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50.

US$ 109.00
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MICROCOPY - 444781 NeoBurr FG #558 SL (Surgical Length
FG #558 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Burs, Pack of
25 burs.

US$ 83.00

MICROCOPY - 444860 NeoBurr FG #558 Straight Fissure Cr
FG #558 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445037 NeoBurr FG #56 SS (Short Shank)
Str
FG #56 SS (Short Shank) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 50
Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445045 NeoBurr FG #56 Straight Fissure
Car
FG #56 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445032 NeoBurr FG #57 SS (Short Shank)
Str
FG #57 SS (Short Shank) Straight Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50
Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444873 NeoBurr FG #57 Straight Fissure Car
FG #57 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445042 NeoBurr FG #58 Straight Fissure
Car
FG #58 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444787 NeoBurr FG #6 Round Carbide Bur,
Pa
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00
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MICROCOPY - 444817 NeoBurr FG #6 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #6 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 87.50

MICROCOPY - 445041 NeoBurr FG #699 Tapper Fissure
Cros
FG #699 Tapper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444882 NeoBurr FG #700 Taper Fissure
Cross
FG #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444771 NeoBurr FG #7006 - 12 Blade,
Round
FG #7006 - 12 Blade, Round Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444816 NeoBurr FG #701 SL (Surgical Length
FG #701 SL (Surgical Length) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Pack of 25 Burs.

US$ 106.95

MICROCOPY - 444878 NeoBurr FG #701 Taper Fissure
Cross
FG #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444802 NeoBurr FG #702 SL (Surgical Length
FG #702 SL (Surgical Length) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Pack of
25 Burs.

US$ 83.00

PAC-DENT - 449092 Pac-Dent FG #1157 Straight Dome Pla
FG #1157 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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MICROCOPY - 445019 NeoBurr FG #702 Taper Fissure
Cross
FG #702 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 445062 NeoBurr FG #7642 - 12 Blade, Long
T
FG #7642 - 12 Blade, Long Taper Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide
Bur, pack of 25 burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444858 NeoBurr FG #7664 - 12 Blade, Long
T
FG #7664 - 12 Blade, Long Taper Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide
Bur, pack of 25 burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444872 NeoBurr FG #7675 - 12 Blade, Long
T
FG #7675 - 12 Blade, Long Taper Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide
Bur, pack of 25 burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444778 NeoBurr FG #7802 Bullet Shaped, 12
FG #7802 Bullet Shaped, 12 Blade, Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 445063 NeoBurr FG #7803 Bullet Shaped, 12
FG #7803 Bullet Shaped, 12 Blade, Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444685 NeoBurr FG #7902 Needle Shaped,
12
FG #7902 Needle Shaped, 12 Blade, Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00
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MICROCOPY - 444814 NeoBurr FG #7903 Needle Shaped,
12
FG #7903 Needle Shaped, 12 Blade, Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur,
Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444834 NeoBurr FG #8 Round Carbide Bur,
Pa
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 109.00

MICROCOPY - 444884 NeoBurr FG #8 SL (Surgical Length)
FG #8 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 83.00

MICROCOPY - 445064 NeoBurr FG #EF3 10 Blade Finishing
FG #EF3 10 Blade Finishing Carbide Bur. Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444750 NeoBurr FG #EF4 10 Blade Finishing
FG #EF4 10 Blade Finishing Carbide Bur. Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444784 NeoBurr FG #EF6 10 Blade Esthetic
F
FG #EF6 10 Blade Esthetic Finisher (Safe End) Carbide Burs, Package of
25 burs.

US$ 198.00

MICROCOPY - 444665 NeoBurr FG #EF9 10 Blade Esthetic
F
FG #EF9 10 Blade Esthetic Finisher (Safe End) Carbide Burs, Package of
25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

PAC-DENT - 449093 Pac-Dent FG #1158 Straight Dome Pla
FG #1158 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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MICROCOPY - 444772 NeoMax FG #1 Metal/Crown Cutter,
Ca
FG #1 Metal/Crown Cutter, Carbide Specialty Bur 25/Box. Sterilized.

US$ 82.10

MICROCOPY - 444669 NeoMax FG #2 Metal/Crown Cutter,
Ca
FG #2 Metal/Crown Cutter, Carbide Specialty Bur 25/Box. Sterilized.

US$ 82.88

PAC-DENT - 448785 Pac-Dent FG #1557 straight dome cro
FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448965 Pac-Dent FG #1557 straight dome cro
FG #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449043 Pac-Dent FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, c
FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449037 Pac-Dent FG #245 Amalgam Preparatio
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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PAC-DENT - 449049 Pac-Dent FG #33 1/2 inverted cone C
FG #33 1/2 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448784 Pac-Dent FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped
FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped Carbide Bur. Clinic Pack of 100 carbide burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448964 Pac-Dent FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped
FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped Carbide Bur. Clinic Pack of 100 carbide burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449048 Pac-Dent FG #330 SS (short shank) P
FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448719 Pac-Dent FG #331 Pear shaped Carbid
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448899 Pac-Dent FG #331 Pear shaped Carbid
FG #331 Pear shaped Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449052 Pac-Dent FG #556 straight fissure c
FG #556 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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PAC-DENT - 449094 Pac-Dent FG #35 inverted cone Carbi
FG #35 inverted cone Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449044 Pac-Dent FG #557 SS (short shank) s
FG #557 SS (short shank) straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack of
100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448757 Pac-Dent FG #557 straight fissure c
FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack. 100 burs/Bag.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448937 Pac-Dent FG #557 straight fissure c
FG #557 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur, clinic pack. 100 burs/Bag.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449066 Pac-Dent FG #558 straight fissure c
FG #558 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449091 Pac-Dent FG #56 straight fissure pl
FG #56 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 448842 Pac-Dent FG #57 straight fissure pl
FG #57 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449022 Pac-Dent FG #57 straight fissure pl
FG #57 straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449064 Pac-Dent FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, c
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

PAC-DENT - 449063 Pac-Dent FG #700 taper fissure cros
FG #700 taper fissure crosscut Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64
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PAC-DENT - 449074 Pac-Dent FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, c
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 118.64

KEYSTONE - 446567 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 1 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446675 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 1 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 0.00

KEYSTONE - 446307 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FG (F
Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446177 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FGOS
Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FGOS (Fiction Grip Surgical). Ideal for initial entry,
excavating infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive
features and endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When
searching for Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the
Keystone Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact
Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 24.65

KEYSTONE - 446615 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FGSS
Round Carbide Bur. 1/2 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 0.00

KEYSTONE - 446295 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1/4 FG (F
Round Carbide Bur. 1/4 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

SS WHITE-458790 Revelation FG #806.012 Coarse Grit,
FG #806.012 Coarse Grit, Double Inverted Cone Diamond Bur. Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 0.00
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KEYSTONE - 446091 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1/4 FGSS
Round Carbide Bur. 1/4 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446183 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 2 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 2 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446389 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 2 FGOS (F
Round Carbide Bur. 2 FGOS (Fiction Grip Surgical). Ideal for initial entry,
excavating infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive
features and endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When
searching for Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the
Keystone Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact
Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 24.65

KEYSTONE - 446681 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 2 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 2 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446683 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 3 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 3 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446085 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 4 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 4 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00
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KEYSTONE - 446448 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 4 FGOS (F
Round Carbide Bur. 4 FGOS (Fiction Grip Surgical). Ideal for initial entry,
excavating infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive
features and endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When
searching for Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the
Keystone Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact
Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 24.65

KEYSTONE - 446283 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 4 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 4 FGSS (short shank. Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446679 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 5 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 5 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446689 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 5 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 5 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.

US$ 0.00

KEYSTONE - 446066 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 6 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 6 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446136 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 6 FGOS (F
Round Carbide Bur. 6 FGOS (Fiction Grip Surgical). Ideal for initial entry,
excavating infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive
features and endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When
searching for Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the
Keystone Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact
Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 24.65

KEYSTONE - 446677 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 7 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 7 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone

US$ 13.00
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Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you
are looking for. 

KEYSTONE - 446306 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 8 FG (Fri
Round Carbide Bur. 8 FG (Friction Grip). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

KEYSTONE - 446528 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 8 FGOS (F
Round Carbide Bur. 8 FGOS (Fiction Grip Surgical). Ideal for initial entry,
excavating infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive
features and endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When
searching for Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the
Keystone Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact
Keystone Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 24.65

KEYSTONE - 446560 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 8 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 8 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

SS WHITE-458781 Revelation FG #801.010 Medium Grit,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the

US$ 45.97
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blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458753 Revelation FG #801.018 Coarse Grit,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 

US$ 45.97
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MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458069 Revelation FG #801.021 round regula
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,

US$ 45.97
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EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS
White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458777 Revelation FG #811.031 contouring a
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results
in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and

US$ 45.97
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we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458799 Revelation FG #846.016 flat end tap
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered

US$ 45.97
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to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458770 Revelation FG #847.018 flat end tap
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide

US$ 45.97
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instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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KEYSTONE - 446614 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 6 FGSS (s
Round Carbide Bur. 6 FGSS (short shank). Ideal for initial entry, excavating
infected dentin, extending preparation walls, creating retentive features and
endodontic access. Package of 10 Burs.                When searching for
Keystone Dentalproducts, if you are not able to find the Keystone
Dentalproductyou are looking for. Let us know, we will contact Keystone
Dentalproductsand bring what you are looking for. 

US$ 13.00

SS WHITE-458752 Revelation FG #837.012 Coarse Grit,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental

US$ 45.97
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profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern
dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458798 Revelation FG #862.012 Fine Grit, F
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 45.97
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458712 Revelation FG #862.014 flame shaped
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 45.97
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458794 Revelation FG #848.016 flat end tap
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 45.97
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458762 Revelation FG #848.018 flat end tap
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 45.97
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458780 Revelation FG #854.021 round end ta
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must
be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the
4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the
needs of modern dentistry.

US$ 45.97
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458047 Revelation FG #868.024 flame shaped
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular

US$ 45.97
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procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458793 Revelation FG #909.031 Coarse Grit,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide

US$ 45.97
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instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458044 Revelation FG #856.016 round end ta
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 45.97
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458097 Revelation FG #856.018 round end ta
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 45.97
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458068 Revelation FG #859.010 needle shape
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 47.29
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458795 Revelation FG #868.021 flame shaped
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 45.97
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458090 Revelation FG #909.035 wheel shaped
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 45.97
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458758 Revelation FG#909-042C Coarse, Whee
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 45.97
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458884 SS White FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, 5
FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458016 SS White FG #1 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental

US$ 200.71
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profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern
dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458683 SS White FG #1703 Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 60.56
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458037 SS White FG #1703L Cross Cut Fissur
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 60.56
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457961 SS White FG #1 round carbide bur, p
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.66
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458064 SS White FG #1 SS (short shank) rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 22.29
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458761 SS White FG #1/2 P pear shaped carb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,

US$ 21.66
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finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458057 SS White FG #14 wheel shaped carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most

US$ 21.66
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efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458857 SS White FG #14 wheel shaped carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide

US$ 200.71
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instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458851 SS White FG #1 Round Short Shank Ca
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457955 SS White FG #1/2 Round Carbide Bur,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457975 SS White FG #1/2 round carbide bur,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.66
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458879 SS White FG #1/2 Round Short Shank
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458088 SS White FG #1/2 SS (short shank) r
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 21.66
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458724 SS White FG #1/2P pear shaped carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for
you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement
in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White

US$ 200.71
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introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458700 SS White FG #1703L Cross Cut Fissur
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 60.56
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458688 SS White FG #170L taper fissure pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 200.71
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457964 SS White FG #1/4 round carbide bur,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.66
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458687 SS White FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458819 SS White FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur,
FG #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458760 SS White FG #1156 SS (short shank)s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results
in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum

US$ 21.66
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strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458873 SS White FG #1156 Straight Dome Pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must
be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the
4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the
needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 

US$ 200.71
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Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458756 SS White FG #1157 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid

US$ 200.71
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carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears
longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain
shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
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Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458732 SS White FG #1157 SS (short shank)s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty

US$ 21.66
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carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457931 SS White FG #245 Amalgam Preparatio
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting
performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient

US$ 200.71
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cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458050 SS White FG #245 Amalgam Preparatio
FG #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457988 SS White FG #245 Short Shank Amalga
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 200.71
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457977 SS White FG #245 SS (short shank) A
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting
performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient
cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and
CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs
are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is
sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide.
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and
manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur
to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the
bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 

US$ 21.66
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The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458889 SS White FG #245 SS (Short Shank) A
FG #245 SS (Short Shank) Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457967 SS White FG #246 Amalgam Preparatio
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458003 SS White FG #256 all purpose carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 200.71
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457986 SS White FG #1157 Straight Dome Pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458040 SS White FG #1158 SS (short shank)s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 21.66
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457956 SS White FG #1158 Straight Dome Pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 200.71
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458827 SS White FG #1158 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458804 SS White FG #1158 Straight Dome Pla
FG #1158 Straight Dome Plain Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458741 SS White FG #33 1/2 inverted cone C
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 200.71
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458089 SS White FG #33 1/2 SS (short shank
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 21.66
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458812 SS White FG #1170 taper dome carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458698 SS White FG #1170L taper dome carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance
of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 200.71
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458887 SS White FG #1170S SS (short shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the

US$ 21.66
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rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458836 SS White FG #1171 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458744 SS White FG #1171 taper dome carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458814 SS White FG #1171L taper dome carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance
of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades
made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive,
large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must
be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to
the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting
performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that:
delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and
manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to
the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

US$ 200.71
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458718 SS White FG #1P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.

US$ 200.71
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CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
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removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458796 SS White FG #1P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you

US$ 21.66
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and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457965 SS White FG #34 inverted cone Carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 200.71
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458832 SS White FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbi
FG #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458821 SS White FG #34 Inverted Cone Short
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in

US$ 200.71
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manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458059 SS White FG #34 SS (short shank) in
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 21.66
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457966 SS White FG #35 inverted cone Carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality

US$ 200.71
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Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458809 SS White FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbi
FG #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458010 SS White FG #35 Inverted Cone Short
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for

US$ 200.71
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concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458815 SS White FG #1171S SS (short shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the
4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the
needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 

US$ 21.66
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Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458763 SS White FG #1556 SS (short shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid

US$ 21.66
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carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears
longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain
shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
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Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458810 SS White FG #1556 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty

US$ 206.50
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carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458872 SS White FG #36 inverted cone Carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered

US$ 200.71
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to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458880 SS White FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbi
FG #36 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457994 SS White FG #37 inverted cone Carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for

US$ 200.71
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quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458032 SS White FG #37 inverted cone carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 19.37
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458824 SS White FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbi
FG #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458695 SS White FG #37L inverted cone carb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.

US$ 200.71
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CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
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removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458841 SS White FG #37L Inverted Cone Carb
FG #37L Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458719 SS White FG #38 inverted cone carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:

US$ 200.71
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These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458696 SS White FG #1556 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458723 SS White FG #1557 SS (short shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 21.66
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458861 SS White FG #1557 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 200.71
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457942 SS White FG #1557 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458852 SS White FG #1558 SS (short shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 21.66
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457950 SS White FG #1558 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 200.71
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458746 SS White FG #1558 SS (Short Shank)
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457996 SS White FG #169 taper fissure plai
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458888 SS White FG #169 Taper Fissure Plai
FG #169 Taper Fissure Plain Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457972 SS White FG #169L Long Taper Fissur
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 200.71
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457962 SS White FG #169L taper fissure pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 22.29
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458082 SS White FG #169L Taper Fissure Pla
FG #169L Taper Fissure Plain Carbide bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00
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SS WHITE-458747 SS White FG #170 taper fissure plai
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the
dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458062 SS White FG #1703 Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 60.56
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458771 SS White FG #171 SS (short shank) t
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.66
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458004 SS White FG #171 taper fissure plai
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the
dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458869 SS White FG #171 Taper Fissure Plai
FG #171 Taper Fissure Plain Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458800 SS White FG #38 inverted cone Carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 21.66
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458751 SS White FG #39 inverted cone carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White

US$ 21.66
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Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is
evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458839 SS White FG #171L taper fissure pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the
dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458875 SS White FG #171S Taper Fissure Pla
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458837 SS White FG #1P Pear Shaped Short S
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 200.71
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458830 SS White FG #1P SS (short shank) pe
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 21.66
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457948 SS White FG #2 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 200.71
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457978 SS White FG #2 SS (short shank) Rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental

US$ 21.66
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instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458820 SS White FG #39 inverted cone carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 200.71
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457932 SS White FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 200.71
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458682 SS White FG #244 Amalgam Preparatio
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458871 SS White FG #256 All Purpose Carbid
FG #256 All Purpose Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458073 SS White FG #556 SS (short shank) s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 21.66
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458721 SS White FG #556 SS (Short Shank) S
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the

US$ 200.71
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burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458706 SS White FG #257 All Purpose Carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458002 SS White FG #271 inlay prep carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457954 SS White FG #2P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for
you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement
in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White

US$ 200.71
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introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457944 SS White FG #556 straight fissure c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 200.71
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458854 SS White FG #556 Straight Fissure C
FG #556 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458720 SS White FG #556L Straight Flat End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance
of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades
made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive,
large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must
be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to
the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting

US$ 200.71
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performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458070 SS White FG #2P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 21.66
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458738 SS White FG #3 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 200.71
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458041 SS White FG #3 SS (short shank) Rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose

US$ 21.45
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the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458024 SS White FG #329 pear shaped carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the

US$ 21.66
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highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its
Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458850 SS White FG #329 Pear Shaped Carbid
FG #329 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458813 SS White FG #33-1/2 Inverted Cone S
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:

US$ 200.71
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These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458845 SS White FG #3 SS (Short Shank) Rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457929 SS White FG #330 Bur - Pear shaped
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 200.71
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457997 SS White FG #330 Pear Shaped Carbid
FG #330 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur. Clinic Pack of 50 Carbide Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457939 SS White FG #330 SS (short shank) P
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.

US$ 200.71
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All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458817 SS White FG #330 SS (Short Shank) P
FG #330 SS (Short Shank) Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457963 SS White FG #330L pear shaped carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for
you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement
in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to
innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of
modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur

US$ 200.71
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Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457949 SS White FG #331 Pear shaped Carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to

US$ 200.71
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the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458808 SS White FG #331 Pear Shaped Carbid
FG #331 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458834 SS White FG #331 Pear Shaped Carbid
FG #331 Pear Shaped Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458736 SS White FG #331L Pear shaped carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls

US$ 200.71
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quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458691 SS White FG #332 Pear shaped Carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for
you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement
in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to
innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of
modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 200.71
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458713 SS White FG #332L Pear shaped carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 200.71
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458000 SS White FG #35 SS (short shank) in
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.45
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458881 SS White FG #37 Inverted Cone Short
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458021 SS White FG #37 SS (short shank) in
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 21.66
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458093 SS White FG #37L inverted cone carb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.66
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458828 SS White FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, C
FG #4 Round Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458757 SS White FG #4 Round Short Shank Ca
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments.
In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve

US$ 200.71
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the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457930 SS White FG #557 straight fissure c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered

US$ 200.71
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to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458818 SS White FG #557 Straight Fissure C
FG #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-457983 SS White FG #557L straight fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for

US$ 21.66
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quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458011 SS White FG #557L Straight Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 200.71
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458733 SS White FG #558 SS (short shank) s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality

US$ 21.66
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Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457935 SS White FG #558 straight fissure c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for

US$ 200.71
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concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457987 SS White FG #4 SS (short shank) rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.66
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458862 SS White FG #4 SS (Short Shank) Rou
FG #4 SS (Short Shank) Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458686 SS White FG #558L straight fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 21.66
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458702 SS White FG #558L Straight Flat End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent,
high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and
knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the
4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High
grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our
expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers

US$ 200.71
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minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458007 SS White FG #4P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 21.66
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458680 SS White FG #4P pear shaped carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a

US$ 200.71
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blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine
grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide
dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
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Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458816 SS White FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, 5
FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458049 SS White FG #5 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.

US$ 200.71
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All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457958 SS White FG #557 SS (short shank) s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457968 SS White FG #557 SS (short shank) s
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 21.66
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458842 SS White FG #557 SS (Short Shank) S
FG #557 SS (Short Shank) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458886 SS White FG #559 straight fissure c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 200.71
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458704 SS White FG #56 SS (Short Shank) Pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments.
In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve
the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White

US$ 200.71
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The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458765 SS White FG #56 SS (short shank) st
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 21.66
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457969 SS White FG #56 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the

US$ 200.71
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rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458806 SS White FG #56 Straight Fissure Pl
FG #56 Straight Fissure Plain Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458739 SS White FG #57 Short Shank straigh
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 

US$ 200.71
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MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458077 SS White FG #57 SS (short shank) St
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,

US$ 21.66
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EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS
White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
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removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458020 SS White FG #57 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.

US$ 200.71
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All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458829 SS White FG #57 Straight Fissure Pl
FG #1558 Straight Dome Crosscut Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458788 SS White FG #57L straight fissure p
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental

US$ 21.66
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profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern
dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458015 SS White FG #702L Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 60.56
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458709 SS White FG #702L Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 60.56
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458853 SS White FG #57L straight fissure p
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458860 SS White FG #58 SS (short shank) st
FG #58 SS (short shank) straight fissure plain Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458772 SS White HP #35 inverted cone carbi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 24.05
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458885 SS White HP #37L inverted cone carb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White

US$ 23.38
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Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is
evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458868 SS White FG #58 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457945 SS White FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 200.71
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458843 SS White FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, C
FG #6 Round Carbide Bur, Clinic Pack of 50 burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458755 SS White FG #6 Round Short Shank Ca
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for

US$ 200.71
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quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458051 SS White FG #6 SS (short shank) Rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 21.66
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458823 SS White FG #6 SS (Short Shank) Rou
FG #6 SS (Short Shank) Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk..

US$ 0.00
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SS WHITE-458863 SS White FG #6 SS (Short Shank) Rou
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 200.71
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458941 SS White FG #6012 12 Blade Taper Fi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 48.26
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458005 SS White FG #699 SS (Short Shank) T
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments.

US$ 200.71
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In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458009 SS White HP #557 straight fissure c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 23.38
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458076 SS White HP #557 Straight Fissure C
HP #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Straight Nose
Cone, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458835 SS White HP #557 Straight Fissure C
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 23.38
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458883 SS White HP #562 Straight Fissure F
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 23.38
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458844 SS White HP #59 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing

US$ 23.38
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- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458708 SS White HP #6 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 223.05
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458773 SS White FG #699 SS (short shank) t
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and
CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest
quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest
standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs
are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is
sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide.
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and
manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide
bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the
bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 21.66
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457976 SS White FG #699 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade

US$ 200.71
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that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
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Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458801 SS White FG #7 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

US$ 200.71
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458727 SS White FG #700 SS (short shank) t
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.

US$ 21.66
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CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
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removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458742 SS White FG #700 SS (short shank) T
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and

US$ 200.71
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durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457993 SS White FG #700 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first
carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing
and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 200.71
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458937 SS White FG #7002 12 Blade Round Tr
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 48.26
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458078 SS White FG #7003 12 Flute Round Tr
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental

US$ 48.26
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instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458061 SS White HP (Impact) #1703 Cross Cu
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 60.56
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458060 SS White HP (Impact) #6 Round, Oral
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 60.56
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458776 SS White FG #7009 12 blade round fi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 48.26
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458846 SS White FG #700L taper fissure cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 200.71
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458039 SS White FG #701 Cross Cut Fissure,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the

US$ 60.56
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rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458086 SS White FG #701 SS (short shank) t
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and
CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest
quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest
standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs
are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is
sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide.
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and
manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide
bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the
bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 21.66
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE - 458825 SS White FG #701 SS (short shank) t
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 201.14
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE - 458693 SS White FG #701 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental

US$ 201.14
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instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457960 SS White HP (Impact) #701 Cross Cut
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in

US$ 60.56
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the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
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highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458045 SS White HP (Impact) #702 Cross Cut
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 60.56
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE - 458754 SS White FG #701L Taper Flat End Cr
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 201.14
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457933 SS White FG #702 Cross Cut Fissure,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 60.56
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457957 SS White FG #702 Cross Cut Fissure,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the

US$ 60.56
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rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458856 SS White FG #702 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first
carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing
and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 200.71
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457936 SS White FG #703 Cross Cut Fissure,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 60.56
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457971 SS White FG #703 Cross Cut Fissure,
FG #703 Cross Cut Fissure, Oral Surgery Carbide Bur, Shank #5 - 59 mm. Fits
Stryker 100K and Impaction Handpieces. Sterile. Package of 10 Burs

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458036 SS White FG #703 Cross Cut Fissure,
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of

US$ 60.56
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the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance;
maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458748 SS White FG #703 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first
carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing
and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 200.71
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458038 SS White FG #703L Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,

US$ 60.56
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always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
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Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458750 SS White FG #703L Cross Cut Fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced
the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern
dentistry.

US$ 60.56
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458759 SS White FG #9004 30 blade Round fi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.

US$ 82.33
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CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
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removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458775 SS White FG #9006 30 blade Round fi
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and

US$ 82.33
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durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458786 SS White FG #7583, 12 Blade Straigh
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 48.26
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458048 SS White FG #7664 12 blade extra lo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 48.26
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458096 SS White FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, 5
FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458035 SS White FG #8 Round Carbide Bur, c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the

US$ 200.71
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highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457984 SS White FG #8 Round, Oral Surgery
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years
of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 60.56
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457999 SS White FG #8 Round, Oral Surgery
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality

US$ 60.56
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Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458012 SS White FG #8 Round, Oral Surgery
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for

US$ 60.56
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concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession
and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458022 SS White FG #8408 Finishing Carbide
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 52.10
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458705 SS White FG #9803 30 Blade Bullet S
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 82.33
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458735 SS White FG #SE3-10 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 52.35
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458749 SS White FG #SE3-20 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 60.70
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458717 SS White FG #SE4-10 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 52.35
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458867 SS White FG #SE4-20 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 60.70
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457959 SS White FG #SE6-10 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White

US$ 52.35
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The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458716 SS White FG #SE6-20 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality

US$ 60.70
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Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457980 SS White FG #SE8-10 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide,
retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle
tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 52.35
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458858 SS White FG #SE8-20 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 60.70
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457985 SS White FG #SE9-10 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 52.35
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458701 SS White FG #SE9-20 Round Safe End
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 60.70
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458764 SS White FG Safe End Carbide Bur Ki
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of
the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the
dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 143.18
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458017 SS White Fissurotomy Micro Narrow T
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 46.60
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458737 SS White HP #1 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 223.05
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458043 SS White HP #1/2 round carbide bur
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 23.38
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458849 SS White HP #1/2 Round Carbide Bur
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 223.05
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458046 SS White HP #10 Round Carbide Bur f
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 23.38
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458783 SS White HP #14 wheel carbide bur f
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of
fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in
the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of
modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 

US$ 23.38
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Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458890 SS White HP #1556 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid

US$ 23.38
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carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears
longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain
shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
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Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458803 SS White HP #1557 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty

US$ 223.05
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carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458769 SS White HP (Impact) #8 Round, Oral
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered

US$ 60.56
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to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
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GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458822 SS White HP #1558 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 223.05
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458864 SS White HP #1703 Round End Cross C
HP #1703 Round End Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00
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SS WHITE-458697 SS White HP #2 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 223.05
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458008 SS White HP #4 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 223.05
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457951 SS White HP #701 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first
carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing

US$ 223.05
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and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458013 SS White HP #701L taper fissure cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and
CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest
quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest
standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs
are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is
sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide.
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and
manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide
bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and
specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the
bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort

US$ 23.38
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SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457940 SS White HP #702 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade

US$ 223.05
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that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
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Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458745 SS White HP #703 taper fissure cros
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade
that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten
carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they
wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the
large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your
patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design
and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first
carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing
and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 

US$ 223.05
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Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458840 SS White HP #957 end cutting carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined with
our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for
the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark
Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS
White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing -

US$ 22.48
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SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457947 SS White HP (Impact) #703 Cross Cut
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the
highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly
as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure
the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality
of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity
of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced
carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of
the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the
design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced
the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,

US$ 60.56
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finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458063 SS White HP #703L Taper Fissure Cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001
and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to
the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our
extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments.
In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve
the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose
the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration

US$ 23.38
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when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

Burs Carbide

Hp Carbide Burs

 HP CARBIDE - SS-WHITE 
HP CARBIDE

Features:
* SS White is a recognized industry leader in the manufacture of dental burs,
both carbide burs and diamond burs.
* Using research and advanced materials science, SS White is an innovator
in new dental products, dental procedures and dental lab products.
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HP CROSSCUT

Code Name Price +
057-14916 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1702 Crosscut Fissure Oral Surgery 10pk (Carbide Burs) 10pk ... US$ 23.23 +Info

057-14914 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1703 Round End Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Packag... US$ 23.58 +Info

HP CYLINDER

Code Name Price +
420823 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1/4 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pac... US$ 23.42 +Info

HP ROUND

Code Name Price +
420819 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 24.08 +Info

057-14820 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1/4 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pac... US$ 23.38 +Info

420820 SS WHITE - HP #2 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone - 10pk - #1... US$ 23.33 +Info

420821 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #3 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 23.58 +Info

057-14832 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #4 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14835 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #5 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 22.34 +Info

057-14838 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #6 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14841 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #7 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 20.86 +Info

057-14844 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #8 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack ... US$ 24.28 +Info

100pk

Code Name Price +
420822 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #8 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed straight nose cone, clini... US$ 223.05 +Info

HP STRAIGHT

Code Name Price +
057-14867 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #57 straight fissure plain carbide bur for slow speed straigh... US$ 19.86 +Info

057-14880 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #560 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed str... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14874 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #558 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed str... US$ 20.85 +Info

057-14907 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #558L straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed st... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14877 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #559 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed str... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14898 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1557 straight dome crosscut carbide bur for slow speed strai... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14901 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1558 straight dome crosscut carbide bur for slow speed strai... US$ 22.59 +Info

HP TAPERED

Code Name Price +
057-14882 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #699 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straig... US$ 22.34 +Info

057-14883 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #700 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straig... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14886 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #701 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straig... US$ 23.33 +Info

057-14889 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #702 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straig... US$ 20.85 +Info

057-14892 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #703 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straig... US$ 23.32 +Info

INVERTED CONE

Code Name Price +
057-14849 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #33 1/2 Inverted Cone carbide bur, package of 10 - 10pk #14849 US$ 20.85 +Info
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057-14850 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #34 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose co... US$ 15.64 +Info

057-14856 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #36 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose co... US$ 23.58 +Info

057-14859 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #37 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose co... US$ 12.41 +Info

057-14862 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #38 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose co... US$ 22.59 +Info

057-14865 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #39 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose co... US$ 23.58 +Info

 HP CARBIDE BURS - SHARK
HP CARBIDE BURS - SHARK

Is a recognized industry leader in dental burs, including carbide burs and diamond burs.
An innovator in new dental products, dental lab.

Cross Cut Fissure Flat End

Code Name Price +
106951 SHARK-HP #557 Fissure Flat - Cross Cut - 10pk - Crbide Burs #HP557 US$ 10.89 +Info

106952 SHARK-HP #558 Fissure Flat End - Cut Cross - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106952 US$ 10.89 +Info

106953 SHARK-HP #558L Fissure Flat - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106953 US$ 10.89 +Info

Cross Cut Fissure Round End

Code Name Price +
110749 SHARK-HP #1557 Fissure Round End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #110749 US$ 10.89 +Info

106967 SHARK-HP #1558 Fissure Round End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP1558 US$ 8.09 +Info

Cross Cut Tapered Flat End

Code Name Price +
106962 SHARK-HP #699 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106962 US$ 9.79 +Info

106963 SHARK-HP #700 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106963 US$ 10.89 +Info

106969 SHARK-HP #701 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106969 US$ 10.89 +Info

106964 SHARK-HP #702 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP702 US$ 10.89 +Info

106965 SHARK-HP #703 Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP703 US$ 10.89 +Info

Dome Fissure

Code Name Price +
106968 SHARK-HP #1157 Fissure Dome - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #106968 US$ 9.29 +Info
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Inverted Cone

Code Name Price +
106950 SHARK-HP #37 Inverted Cone - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP37 US$ 9.79 +Info

Round

Code Name Price +
118829 SHARK- HP #1 Round - 6pk - ( Carbide Burs ) - #HP-1008 US$ 9.79 +Info

118827 SHARK- HP #2 Round - 10pk - ( Carbide Burs ) - #057-14826 US$ 9.79 +Info

118826 SHARK- HP #3 Round - 10pk - ( Carbide Burs ) - #057-14829 US$ 9.79 +Info

118825 SHARK- HP #4 Round - 10pk - ( Carbide Burs ) - #057-14832 US$ 9.79 +Info

118824 SHARK- HP #5 Round - 10pk - ( Carbide Burs ) - #057-14835 US$ 8.99 +Info

111117 SHARK-HP #6 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP6 US$ 9.19 +Info

111118 SHARK-HP #8 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - Tungsten Carbide Burs #HP8 US$ 10.89 +Info

Alpen HP #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, pa
HP #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, pa
HP #1/4 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #1158 Round End Fissure Ca
HP #1158 Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 24.63

Alpen HP #701 Taper Fissure Crosscu
HP #701 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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Alpen HP #1170 Round End Tapered Fi
HP #1170 Round End Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #1557 Round End Cross Cut
HP #1557 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #1558 Round End Cross Cut
HP #1558 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #169L Long Taper Fissure C
HP #169L Long Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #1702 Round End Cross Cut
HP #1702 Round End Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

CFS - 264106 Carbide Burs Tapered Shape
CFS - Carbide Burs Sharp - Tapered Shape # 264106 Desgined to cut
through nylon materials - Long Lasting -CFS - Carbide Burs Sharp -
Tapered Shape
Hp Carbide Burs
# 264106 - Mfg # 264-106

US$ 14.89
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Feature:
This carbide bur is specifically designed to cut through thermoplastic nylon material. Long Lasting

Type: Tapered Shape

 

 

DentalRee HP #8 round carbide burs,
HP #8 round carbide burs, 44mm Shank, 10/Pkg

US$ 15.99

Euro Goldies HP 31-P Regular Cut Ti
HP 31-P Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 17.51
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Alpen HP #171 Taper Fissure Carbide
HP #171 Taper Fissure Carbide Bur, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #33 1/2 Inverted Cone carb
HP #33 1/2 Inverted Cone carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 24.63

Alpen HP #4 Round Carbide Bur, pack
HP #4 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #6 Round Carbide Bur, pack
HP #6 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #7 Round Carbide Bur, Pack
HP #7 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #702 Taper Fissure Crosscu
HP #702 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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Alpen HP #703 Taper Fissure Crosscu
HP #703 Taper Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #8 Round Carbide Bur, pack
HP #8 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Euro Goldies HP 41-P Regular Cut Ti
HP 41-P Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 26.41

HP #2 Round Carbide Bur, package of
HP #2 Round Carbide Bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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Euro Goldies HP 44-C Regular Cut Ti
HP 44-C Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.69

Euro Goldies HP 47-XC Regular Cut T
HP 47-XC Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 16.69
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Euro Goldies HP 47-XF Regular Cut T
HP 47-XF Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.65

Euro Goldies HP 51-A Regular Cut Ti
HP 51-A Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.69
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Euro Goldies HP 52-C Regular Cut Ti
HP 52-C Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 21.67

Euro Goldies HP 52-C/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 52-C/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 24.14
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Euro Goldies HP 52-D Regular Cut Ti
HP 52-D Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 21.67

Euro Goldies HP 52-D/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 52-D/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92
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Euro Goldies HP 53-A/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 53-A/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92

Euro Goldies HP 53-A/XF Fine Cut, T
HP 53-A/XF Fine Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92
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Euro Goldies HP 61-A/81-A Regular C
HP 61-A/81-A Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.69

Euro Goldies HP 63-B Regular Cut Ti
HP 63-B Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 21.55
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Euro Goldies HP 63-B/X Fine Cut, Ti
HP 63-B/X Fine Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92

Euro Goldies HP 63-B/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 63-B/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92
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Euro Goldies HP 82-T Regular Cut Ti
HP 82-T Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 24.00

Euro Goldies HP 82-T/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 82-T/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 25.75
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Euro Goldies HP 82-T/XF Fine Cut, T
HP 82-T/XF Fine Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 22.92

Euro Goldies HP 84-T/SP Deep Fluted
HP 84-T/SP Deep Fluted, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 27.90
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Euro Goldies HP 84-T/XC Coarse Cut,
HP 84-T/XC Coarse Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 26.95

Euro Goldies HP 84-T/XF Fine Cut, T
HP 84-T/XF Fine Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 28.96
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Euro Goldies HP 88-A Regular Cut Ti
HP 88-A Regular Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.69

Euro Goldies HP 88-A/SP Deep Fluted
HP 88-A/SP Deep Fluted, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 27.90
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Euro Goldies HP D-4 Diamond Cut, Ti
HP D-4 Diamond Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 17.25

Euro Goldies HP D-5 Diamond Cut, Ti
HP D-5 Diamond Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 16.95
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Euro Goldies HP D-6 Diamond Cut, Ti
HP D-6 Diamond Cut, Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 16.95

Euro Goldies HP D-7 Diamond Cut Tit
HP D-7 Diamond Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 16.95
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Euro Goldies HP D-8 Diamond Cut Tit
HP D-8 Diamond Cut Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 17.25

Euro Goldies HP E-1/2 Lathe Type Ti
HP E-1/2 Lathe Type Titanium Nitride Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 41.54
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Euro Goldies Lab Carbide Bur 84-T,
Lab Carbide Bur 84-T, Handpiece (HP), Regular-Cut, Single Bur.

US$ 25.50

JSP DENTAL - 461327 Jsp - Carbide Bur Fg 3 / 10 Pcs
FG Shank (Friction Grip: 19 mm) - used for High - Speed Hand pieces. These high quality
carbide burs provide the highest combination of precision ground cutting edges for consistent
cutting performance at one of the best values you can find. The burs adhere to stringent QA
standards to ensure strength - performance and durability.

US$ 13.87

JSP DENTAL - 461328 Jsp - Carbide Bur Gf 558 / 10 Pcs
FG Shank (Friction Grip: 19 mm) - used for High - Speed Hand pieces. These
high quality carbide burs provide the highest combination of precision ground
cutting edges for consistent cutting performance at one of the best values you
can find. The burs adhere to stringent QA standards to ensure strength -
performance and durability.

US$ 13.33

KEYSTONE - 446855 Keystone HP #13 Super Coarse Grit,
HP #13 Super Coarse Grit, Sintered Diamond Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 0.00
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KEYSTONE - 446856 Keystone HP #14 Super Coarse Grit,
HP #14 Super Coarse Grit, Sintered Diamond Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 0.00

Meisinger HP #1/4 Round Plain Carbi
Meisinger HP #1/4 Round Plain Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 0.5mm Diameter, ISO 500
104 001 175 005.

US$ 39.99

Meisinger HP #1556 Cylinder, Round
Meisinger HP #1556 Cylinder, Round End, 0.8mm Diameter Carbide Bur,
5/Pk. ISO 500 104 137 007 008.

US$ 14.99

Meisinger HP #667-035 Football Shap
Meisinger HP #667-035 Football Shaped Silicon Carbide Finishing Stone,
2/Pk. 3.5mm Diameter. Diamond grinding tools made of silicon carbide for
safe machining of sensitive zirconium oxide surfaces.

US$ 24.99

PRHEMA ROUND CARBIDE BURS - KEYSTONE

Code Name Price +
446636 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 10 HP (Ha US$ 8.27 +Info

446612 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 2 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446678 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 3 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446324 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 4 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446680 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 5 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446685 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 6 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446690 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 7 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446214 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 8 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info

446688 Prehma Round Carbide Bur. 1 HP (Han US$ 8.27 +Info
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Burs Carbide

RA Carbide Burs

  RA CARBIDE BURS - SHARK
RA CARBIDE BURS - SHARK

The RA SHARK Carbide Burs boost superior quality of these burs is archived
by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very lastest equipment
backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures throughout the
process. 

The Shark RA Round Cross Cut Carbide burs are available in 4 different
sizes.

Each Carbide bur Size is # 22mm
* RA#2
* RA#4
* RA#6
* RA#8

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent
ISO,FDA BSI and CE European standards

Quantity:  Blister of 10 units.

Code Name Price +
115519 SHARK- RA #2 Round 22mm - 10pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA#- #200 RA2 US$ 10.89 +Info

115520 SHARK- RA #4 Round 22mm - 10pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA4 US$ 10.89 +Info

115521 SHARK- RA #6 Round 22mm - 10pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA#- #RA6 US$ 10.89 +Info

115522 SHARK- RA #8 Round 22mm - 10pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - #RA-8 - #RA-8 US$ 10.89 +Info

Alpen HP #3 round carbide bur for s
HP #3 round carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 24.63

Alpen HP #34 inverted cone carbide
HP #34 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack of
10 burs.

US$ 25.58

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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Alpen HP #37 inverted cone carbide
HP #37 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone, pack of
10 burs.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #557 Straight Fissure Cros
HP #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut carbide bur, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #559 straight fissure cros
HP #559 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straight nose
cone, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #560 straight fissure cros
HP #560 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straight nose
cone, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 25.58

Alpen HP #59 Straight Fissure Carbi
HP #59 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur, Package of 10.

US$ 24.63

Alpen HP #700 taper fissure crosscu
HP #700 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed straight nose cone,
pack of 10 burs.

US$ 24.63

Alpen RA #557 Straight Fissure Cros
RA #557 Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch,
Package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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Alpen RA #1 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #1 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #245 Amalgam Preparation C
RA #245 Amalgam Preparation Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #330 Pear shaped carbide b
RA #330 Pear shaped carbide bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58
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Alpen RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #33 1/2 Inverted Cone carb
RA #33 1/2 Inverted Cone carbide bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #34 Inverted Cone carbide
RA #34 Inverted Cone carbide bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #35 Inverted Cone carbide
RA #35 Inverted Cone carbide bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #37 Inverted Cone carbide
RA #37 Inverted Cone carbide bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

GTN MX1 Barrel Shaped, Gold Titaniu
MX1 Barrel Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single
Bur.

US$ 25.82
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Alpen RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for s
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

Alpen RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #556 straight fissure cros
RA #556 straight fissure crosscut Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, Package
of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #56 Straight Fissure Carbi
RA #56 Straight Fissure Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #57 Straight Fissure Plain
RA #57 Straight Fissure Plain Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of
10.

US$ 25.58

Beavers/Jet RA #8 Round Carbide Bur
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95
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Alpen RA #6 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #699 Taper Fissure Crosscu
RA #699 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package
of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #7 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #7 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #700 Taper Fissure Crosscu
RA #700 Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Package
of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for S
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, package of 10.

US$ 25.58

Alpen RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for s
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 215.74

GTN MX11 Cylinder Shaped, Gold Tita
MX11 Cylinder Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 25.82

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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Beavers RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur f
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur f
RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #6 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 131.56
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Beavers RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs.

US$ 125.00

Beavers RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 35.00

Beavers RA #8 SL (surgical length)
RA #8 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch 100/Pk.

US$ 300.00

Beavers/Jet RA #1 Round Carbide Bur
RA #1 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 120.95

Beavers/Jet RA #1 Round Carbide Bur
RA #1 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #1/2 Round Carbide B
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #1/2 Round Carbide B
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 120.95
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Beavers/Jet RA #1/4 Round Carbide B
RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of
origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

Beavers/Jet RA #1/4 Round Carbide B
RA #1/4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #2 Round Carbide Bur
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 112.95

Beavers/Jet RA #2 Round Carbide Bur
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #3 Round Carbide Bur
RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada
or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #35 inverted cone ca
RA #35 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100
burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

Beavers/Jet RA #4 Round Carbide Bur
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 23.40
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Beavers/Jet RA #36 inverted cone ca
RA #36 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100
burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

Beavers/Jet RA #37 inverted cone ca
RA #37 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100
burs. Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 127.00

Beavers/Jet RA #37 Inverted Cone ca
RA #37 Inverted Cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs.
Country of origin: Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #5 Round Carbide Bur
RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

Beavers/Jet RA #5 Round Carbide Bur
RA #5 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 108.49

Beavers/Jet RA #6 Round Carbide Bur
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, package of 10 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 19.79

GTN MX23 Fissure, Gold Titanium Nit
MX23 Fissure, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 19.40
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Beavers/Jet RA #7 Round Carbide Bur
RA #7 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, clinic pack of 100 burs. Country of origin:
Canada or Mexico.

US$ 104.95

Beavers/Jet RA #7 Round Carbide Bur
RA #7 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs. Country of origin: Canada
or Mexico.

US$ 19.75

DentalRee RA #1/2 Round End Cross C
RA #1/2 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For slow speed
latch.

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #2 Round End Cross Cut
RA #2 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #3 Round End Cross Cut
RA #3 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #4 Round End Cross Cut
RA #4 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99
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DentalRee RA #5 Round End Cross Cut
RA #5 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #6 Round End Cross Cut
RA #6 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #7 Round End Cross Cut
RA #7 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99

DentalRee RA #8 Round End Cross Cut
RA #8 Round End Cross Cut Fissure Carbide Bur, 10/Pk. For Slow Speed
Latch.

US$ 16.99

GTN MX3 Cone Shaped, Gold Titanium
MX3 Cone Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single
Bur.

US$ 25.82

GTN MX5 Egg Shaped, Gold Titanium N
MX5 Egg Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single
Bur.

US$ 25.82

GTN MX7 Taper Shaped, Gold Titanium
MX7 Taper Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Bur. Single Bur.

US$ 25.82
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GTN MX9 Flame Shaped, Gold Titanium
MX9 Flame Shaped, Gold Titanium Nitride Coated Carbide Laboratory Bur. Single
Bur.

US$ 25.82

Hedgehog Laboratory Carbide Bur S50
Laboratory Carbide Bur S500, Round-End Cylinder 1/Pk. Incredibly durable.
Cuts through VPS materials that normally resist conventional burs. Unique
design cuts faster and resists clogging. Ideal for trimming MucoSoft relines
and removing old soft relines. For use in the extra-oral adjustment of
impressions, soft denture liners and dental elastomeric materials.

US$ 47.75

iSmile RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur 10
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.7mm

US$ 16.99

iSmile RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur Cl
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 0.7mm

US$ 139.99

iSmile RA #2 Round Carbide Bur 10/P
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 16.99

iSmile RA #2 Round Carbide Bur Clin
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 139.99

HOUSE BRAND - 470592 RA #2 Round - 22mm 100pk
SHARK- RA # 2 Round 22mm - 100k ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA# - # 200 RA2SHARK
- Round - 22mm

US$ 85.60
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RA Carbide Burs 
# 115519 - Mfg # RA#2

Features:
The RA SHARK Carbide Burs boost superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures
throughout the process. 

The Shark RA Round Cross Cut Carbide burs are available in 4 different sizes.

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards 

Quantity: Blister of 10 units

HOUSE BRAND - 470593 RA #6 Round - 22mm 100pk
SHARK- RA # 6 Round 22mm - 100pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA# - # RA6SHARK -
Round - 22mm
RA Carbide Burs 
# 115521 - Mfg # RA#6

Features:
The RA SHARK Carbide Burs boost superior quality of these burs is archived by
advanced manufacturing techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20
strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 

The Shark RA Round Cross Cut Carbide burs are available in 4 different sizes.

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards 

Quantity: Blister of 10 units

US$ 85.60

RA CARBIDE - SS-WHITE 
RA CARBIDE
Feature
* SS White is a recognized industry leader in the manufacture of dental burs, both
carbide burs and diamond burs.
* Using research and advanced materials science, SS White is an innovator in new
dental products, dental procedures and dental lab products

INVERTED CONE

Code Name Price +
057-14745 SS WHITE - RA #34 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 21.01 +Info

057-14748 SS WHITE - RA #35 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 20.56 +Info

057-14751 SS WHITE - RA #36 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 19.43 +Info

057-14754 SS WHITE - RA #37 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 21.91 +Info

057-14757 SS WHITE - RA #38 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 18.07 +Info
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057-14760 SS WHITE - RA #39 inverted cone carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 bur... US$ 22.59 +Info

ROUND

Code Name Price +
057-14717 SS WHITE - RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, Pack of 10 - #14717 US$ 21.03 +Info

057-14718 SS WHITE - RA #1 round carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14718 US$ 21.01 +Info

057-14721 SS WHITE - RA #2 round carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14721 US$ 21.82 +Info

057-14724 SS WHITE - RA #3 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14724 US$ 21.01 +Info

057-14727 SS WHITE - RA #4 round carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14727 US$ 21.92 +Info

057-14730 SS WHITE - RA #5 round carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14730 US$ 19.43 +Info

057-14733 SS WHITE - RA 6 Carbide Burs, Round, Pack of 10 - #14733 US$ 19.43 +Info

057-14736 SS WHITE - RA #7 Round Carbide Bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14736 US$ 21.91 +Info

057-14739 SS WHITE - RA #8 round carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack of 10 burs - #14739 US$ 22.54 +Info

STRAIGHT

Code Name Price +
057-14769 SS WHITE - RA #558 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch - ... US$ 21.01 +Info

057-14772 SS WHITE - RA #559 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch - ... US$ 11.29 +Info

057-14775 SS WHITE - RA #560 straight fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch - ... US$ 21.01 +Info

TAPERED

Code Name Price +
057-14778 SS WHITE - RA #700 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack... US$ 19.43 +Info

057-14781 SS WHITE - RA #701 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack... US$ 11.29 +Info

057-14784 SS WHITE - RA #702 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack... US$ 21.01 +Info

057-14787 SS WHITE - RA #703 taper fissure crosscut carbide bur for slow speed latch, pack... US$ 21.01 +Info

HOUSE BRAND - 470599 RA4 Round - 22mm 100pk
SHARK- RA #4 Round 22mm - 100pk ( Tungsten Carbide Burs ) - RA4SHARK - Round -
22mm
RA Carbide Burs 
# 115520 - Mfg RA4

Features:
The RA SHARK Carbide Burs boost superior quality of these burs is archived by
advanced manufacturing techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20
strict inspections and control procedures throughout the process. 

The Shark RA Round Cross Cut Carbide burs are available in 4 different sizes.

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA BSI
and CE European standards 

Quantity: Blister of 10 units

US$ 75.60
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iSmile RA #37 Inverted Cone Carbide
RA #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use
in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 16.99

iSmile RA #37 Inverted Cone Carbide
RA #37 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide
burs for use in High-Speed handpieces. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 139.99

iSmile RA #4 Round Carbide Bur 10/P
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 16.99

iSmile RA #4 Round Carbide Bur Clin
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.4mm

US$ 139.99

iSmile RA #6 Round Carbide Bur 10/P
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.8mm

US$ 16.99

Miltex RA #33 1/2 Inverted Cone Car
RA #33 1/2 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 23.01
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iSmile RA #6 Round Carbide Bur Clin
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 1.8mm

US$ 139.99

iSmile RA #8 Round Carbide Bur 10/P
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur 10/Pack. High quality carbide burs for use in
High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 2.3mm

US$ 16.99

iSmile RA #8 Round Carbide Bur Clin
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur Clinic Pack of 100. High quality carbide burs for
use in High-Speed handpieces, slow speed latch. Diameter: 2.3mm

US$ 139.99

Johnson-Promident RA 6 Carbide Burs
RA 6 Carbide Burs, Round, Pack of 10.

US$ 14.00

Meisinger HP #1557 Straight Dome Cr
Meisinger HP #1557 Straight Dome Cross Cut Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 1.0 mm
Diameter. ISO 500 104 137 007 010.

US$ 29.99

Miltex RA #34 Inverted Cone Carbide
RA #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 23.00
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Meisinger HP #1558 Straight Dome Cr
Meisinger HP #1558 Straight Dome Cross Cut Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 1.2 mm
Diameter.ISO 500 104 137 007 012.

US$ 29.99

Meisinger RA #34 Inverted Cone, 0.8
Meisinger RA #34 Inverted Cone, 0.8mm Diameter Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 14.99

Meisinger RA #37 Inverted Cone, 1.4
Meisinger RA #37 Inverted Cone, 1.4mm Diameter Carbide Bur, 5/Pk.

US$ 14.99

Meisinger RA #559 Straight Fissure
Meisinger RA #559 Straight Fissure Cross Cut Carbide Bur, 5/Pk. 1.4mm
Diameter. ISO 500 204 107 007 014.

US$ 29.99

Miltex RA #35 Inverted Cone Carbide
RA #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 23.01

Miltex RA #556 Straight Fisher Cros
RA #556 Straight Fisher Crosscut Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 23.01

SS WHITE-457992 SS White RA #557 SL (surgical lengt
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral

US$ 19.15
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angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
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 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458080 SS White RA #557 SL (Surgical Lengt
RA #557 SL (Surgical Length) Straight Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur for Slow
Speed Latch, Pack of 10 Burs.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458075 SS White RA #557 Straight Fissure C
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.

US$ 21.82
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Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to
the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458734 SS White RA #558 SL (surgical lengt
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 

US$ 19.15
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The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458848 SS White RA #558L straight fissure
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the

US$ 21.82
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importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
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for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458766 SS White RA #57 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results
in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of

US$ 21.82
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modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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Miltex RA #7 Round Carbide Bur, pac
RA #7 Round Carbide Bur, pack of 10 burs.

US$ 23.01

NeoBurr RA #1 Round Carbide Bur, Pa
RA #1 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur,
RA #1/2 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #2 Round Carbide Bur, Pa
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #2 SL (Surgical Length)
RA #2 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 86.10

NeoBurr RA #34 Inverted Cone Carbid
RA #34 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #35 Inverted Cone Carbid
RA #35 Inverted Cone Carbide Bur. Package of 50 Burs.

US$ 113.20
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NeoBurr RA #4 Round Carbide Bur, 50
RA #4 Round Carbide Bur, 50/Pk. Sterilized.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #4 SL (Surgical Length)
RA #4 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 86.10

NeoBurr RA #6 Round Carbide Bur, 50
RA #6 Round Carbide Bur, 50/Pk. Sterilized.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #6 SL (Surgical Length)
RA #6 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 86.10

NeoBurr RA #8 Round Carbide Bur, Pa
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur, Package of 50 burs.

US$ 113.20

NeoBurr RA #8 SL (Surgical Length)
RA #8 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 25 burs.

US$ 86.10
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SS WHITE-458001 SmartBurs II RA #6 Round Burs, Pack
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 25.38
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458722 SS White RA #1171 taper dome carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 

US$ 21.82
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Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458711 SS White RA #14 wheel shaped carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of
fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in
the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of
modern dentistry.

US$ 21.82
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458807 SS White RA #2 Round Carbide Bur fo
RA #2 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00
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SS WHITE-458083 SS White RA #1556 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.82
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458092 SS White RA #1557 SL (surgical leng
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 19.15
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458019 SS White RA #1557 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.82
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458042 SS White RA #1558 straight dome cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.82
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457974 SS White RA #2 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 207.45
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458091 SS White RA #33 1/2 inverted cone c
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a

US$ 21.82
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well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece
and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the
first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to
serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458784 SS White RA #37L Inverted Cone Carb
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 21.82
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-457941 SS White RA #4 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 207.45
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458833 SS White RA #59 straight fissure pl
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation combined
with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of
our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate &
performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE
Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality
standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of
quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing
- SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are
made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper
and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made
of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or
cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be
monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality
performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results
in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical
requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade
of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise
is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum
strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank
and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers
minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and
maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings
over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of
modern dentistry.

US$ 21.82
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458710 SS White RA #701L taper fissure cro
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.

US$ 22.45
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CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means
an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing
to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
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removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458028 SS White RA #702 SL (surgical lengt
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most
efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and
CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest
quality standards. SS White reflects the importance of manufacturing to the highest
standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs
are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is
sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide.
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles
break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors
must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the
consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur. Our extensive
experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide
burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide
burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) 
High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality
Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments with: powerful
cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of
shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide
that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your

US$ 19.15
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patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate
operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-457973 SS White RA #6 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is
a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance
and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 207.45
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458782 SS White RA #703 SL (Surgical Lengt
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:

US$ 19.15
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Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive
coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less
expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting
edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide
Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of carbide burs by
adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles during
manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational
speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS
White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In
1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative,
finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.
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Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

SS WHITE-458025 SS White RA #8 Round Carbide Bur fo
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results
in the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are
engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the
most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total
Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain
tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS
White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements
for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is

US$ 207.45
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a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental
hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160
years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White
introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.
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SS WHITE-458838 SS White RA #8 Round Carbide Bur fo
RA #8 Round Carbide Bur for Slow Speed Latch, 5/Pk.

US$ 0.00

SS WHITE-458030 SS White RA #957 end cutting carbid
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation
combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful
cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the
most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which
states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide
burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a
blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less expensive coarse grain
tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even
as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls
quickly as the large particles break from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest
quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in
manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs
) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of the
burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide instruments
with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and
consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental instruments.
In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and
we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve
the needs of modern dentistry.

US$ 21.82
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SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

Burs Carbide

Surgical Carbide Burs

HOUSE BRAND - 470600 Str Flt End Crss C FG#556L 100pk US$ 80.00
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SHARK-FG-556L Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk ( Cylinder ) - Surgical Burs # FG556
SHARK - Straight Flat End FG-556L (10pk)
Surgical Carbide Burs 
# 102649 

Feature
Cross Cut - Surgical Burs - Each Cylinder

The Shark Surgical carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade
tungsten carbide, using a unique method of construction.
* Sterisafe Oral surgery tungsten carbide burs are designed, manufactured and
finished for optimum strength, performance and durability covering a wide selection
of applications from everyday dental surgery, implantology as well as
premaxillofacial surgery.
* Sterisafe Oral surgery burs are packaged in individual gamma sterile pouches
offering the patient and dental professional confidence and ultimate infection
control.

Bur Type: Flat End - Cross Cut - Cylinder

Lenght: 26 mm 
Size: FG0S # 556L
Quantity: 10pk

    SURGICAL CARBIDE BURS - SHARK
SHARK - Surgical Carbide burs Features

The Shark Surgical carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade
tungsten carbide, using a unique method of construction.
Our Surgical Carbide FGOS & RAOS are 26mm, Fine grade Tungsten Carbide
Burs.
The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and
control procedures throughout the process. 
Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet but greatly exceed stringent ISO,FDA
BSI and CE European standards

FG Cylinder  - Cross cut

Code Name Price +
102649 SHARK-FG-556L Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk ( Cylinder ) - Surgical Burs #... US$ 9.99 +Info

102650 SHARK-FGOS-557 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) - Surgical Bur... US$ 9.99 +Info

102651 SHARK-FGOS-558 Straight Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) - Surgical Bur... US$ 9.89 +Info

114978 SHARK-FGOS-1557 Straight Round End - Cross Cut -10pk - ( Cylinder ) -Surgical Bu... US$ 9.99 +Info
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FG Round

Code Name Price +
102645 SHARK-FGOS-2 Round - Cross Cut 10pk- Surgical Burs #FG SURG2 US$ 9.99 +Info

102646 SHARK-FGOS-4 Round - Cross Cut 10pk - Surgical Burs #FG-4XL US$ 9.99 +Info

102647 SHARK-FGOS-6 Round - Cross Cut 10pk - Surgical Burs #FG-6XL US$ 9.99 +Info

102648 SHARK-FGOS-8 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - Surgical Burs #FG-8XL US$ 9.99 +Info

FG Tapered 

Code Name Price +
102629 SHARK-FG-699L Tapered Flat End - Long - Cross Cut -10pk -Surgical Burs #FG699L US$ 8.59 +Info

102631 SHARK-FG-700L Tapered Flat End - Long - Cross Cut -10pk - Surgical Burs #FG700L US$ 9.99 +Info

102633 SHARK-FG-701L Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -10pk - Surgical Burs #FG701L US$ 9.99 +Info

102615 SHARK-FG-170L Tapered Flat End - Long - PlainCut -10pk - Surgical Burs - #FG170L US$ 9.39 +Info

FG Zecrya

Code Name Price +
115308 ZEKRYA Carbide Bur Surgery/Bone Cutter Extra-Long Tapered Plain Cut FG 28MM 0.8M... US$ 12.96 +Info

LINDERMAN 

Code Name Price +
116321 LINDERMAN FG-856 21-016 - 23mm Long - Tapered Round End 10pk - Surgical side cut... US$ 18.00 +Info

116324 LINDERMAN FG-856 23/018 - 23mm Long - Tapered Rond End 10pk - Surgical side cutt... US$ 18.00 +Info

RA Contra angle Round 

Code Name Price +
115409 SHARK-RAOS-2 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - 25mm Shank Surgical Burs RA##RAO2-2 US$ 8.99 +Info

115410 SHARK-RAOS-4 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - 25mm Shank Surgical Burs RA##RAOS-4 US$ 8.99 +Info

115411 SHARK-RAOS-6 Round - Cross Cut - 5pk - 25mm Shank Surgical Burs RA##RAOS-6 US$ 9.79 +Info

115412 SHARK-RAOS-8 Round - Cross Cut - 10pk - 25mm Shank Surgical Burs RA##RAOS-8 US$ 8.59 +Info

iSmile #557 Cross Cut Fissure Oral
#557 Cross Cut Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid
carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly
concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut.
Package of 10. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 19.99
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iSmile #558 Cross Cut Fissure Oral
#558 Cross Cut Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a single-piece solid
carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone removal. Highly
concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more precise cut.
Package of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm

US$ 19.99

iSmile #700 Cross Cut Tapered Fissu
#700 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a
single-piece solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone
removal. Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more
precise cut. Package of 10. Diameter: 1.0mm

US$ 19.99

iSmile #702 Cross Cut Tapered Fissu
#702 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a
single-piece solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone
removal. Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more
precise cut. Package of 10. Diameter: 1.6mm

US$ 19.99

iSmile #703 Cross Cut Tapered Fissu
#703 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a
single-piece solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone
removal. Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more
precise cut. Package of 10. Diameter: 2.1mm

US$ 19.99

iSmile FG #701 Cross Cut Tapered Fi
FG #701 Cross Cut Tapered Fissure Oral Surgery Bur 10/Pk. Feature a
single-piece solid carbide construction specially designed for tooth and bone
removal. Highly concentric bur design allows for a faster, smoother and more
precise cut. Package of 10. Diameter: 1.2mm. Cutting Length: 3.7mm. Overall
Length: 25mm.

US$ 22.99

HOUSE BRAND - 470530 Taper Flt Crss C FG#701L 100pk
SHARK-FG-701L Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut -100pk - Surgical Burs #FG701LSHARK -
Tapered Flat End FG-701L - 100
Surgical Carbide Burs 
# 102633 

US$ 70.00
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Feature
Cross Cut - Surgical Burs - Each 

The Shark Surgical carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten carbide, using a
unique method of construction.

Surgical Bur
* The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing techniques using the very
lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections and control procedures through out the process.
* Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exeed stringent ISO,FDA BSI and CE European
standards
* Sterisafe Oral surgery tungsten carbide burs are designed, manufactured and finished for optimum
strength, performance and durability covering a wide selection of applications from everyday dental surgery,
implantology as well as premaxillofacial surgery.
* Sterisafe Oral surgery burs are packaged in individual gamma sterile pouches offering the patient and
dental professional confidence and ultimate infection control.

Bur Type: Tapered Flat End - Cross Cut

Length: 21 mm ( Longer Active Area ) 
Size: FG # 701L
Quantity: 100pk

SURGICAL CARBIDE BURS- SSWHITE
SURGICAL CARBIDE BURS - SSWHITE

SS White carbide cutting heads are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten
carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to
less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. 
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear.
Less expensive, large particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large
particles break from the blade or cutting edge. 
For shank construction, SS White uses surgical grade stainless steel, which
resists corrosion during sterilization processes used in the dental office.

Avalaible: 5 Pk- 10 Pk

 

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE

To redeem Free Goods: On or before July 31, 2018 send Dealer Invoice copy
ONLY by email: freegoods@sswhitedental.com Promotions for doctor end-user

and must be redeemed by qualifying practice. Invoices cannot be combined.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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Code Name Price +
057-14057 SS WHITE - FG #557 SL - 5pk - (surgical length) straight fissure crosscut carbid... US$ 18.84 +Info

057-14060 SS WHITE - FG #1558 SL (Surgical Length) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Pack of ... US$ 18.25 +Info

458768 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1703 Taper Round End Surgical Bur 10pk Working length 4.8mm ... US$ 60.56 +Info

458805 SS WHITE - FG #1558 SL (Surgical Length) Round End Fissure Carbide Bur, Pack - #... US$ 24.56 +Info

458018 SS WHITE - FG #1 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Package of 5 - #14001-5 US$ 18.23 +Info

458874 SS WHITE - FG #6 SL (Surgical Length) Round Carbide Bur, Pack of 5 Burs - #14006-5 US$ 19.17 +Info

458034 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #1702 Taper Round End Surgical Bur 10pk Working length 4.3mm ... US$ 60.56 +Info

458939 SS WHITE - FG #7106 SL 12 blade flame finishing bur 5/Pk. Surgical Length - #140... US$ 52.47 +Info

458058 SS WHITE - FG #700 SL (Surgical Length) Taper Fissure Crosscut Carbide Bur, Pack... US$ 24.56 +Info

458715 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #702 Taper Flat End Surgical Bur 10pk Working length 6.0mm, h... US$ 58.23 +Info

458725 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #8 Round Surgical Bur 10pk Working length 4.3mm, head diamete... US$ 60.56 +Info

458730 SS WHITE - HP 10pk #6 Round Surgical Bur 10pk Working length 1.3mm, head diamete... US$ 59.98 +Info

10pk

Round

Code Name Price +
057-14118 SS WHITE - RA #8 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch - #... US$ 17.05 +Info

Surgical Lenght

Code Name Price +
057-14008 SS WHITE - FG #8 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur, pack of 5 burs - #14008-5 US$ 16.68 +Info

057-14058 SS WHITE - FG #558 SL (surgical length) - 5pk -straight fissure crosscut carbide... US$ 18.39 +Info

5 pk

Bur Carbide FG

Code Name Price +
416668 SS WHITE - FG #2 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur, pack of 5 burs - #14002-5 US$ 18.39 +Info

416658 SS WHITE - FG #6 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur, pack of 5 burs - #14006-5 US$ 18.25 +Info

416596 SS WHITE - FG #330 SS (short shank) Pear shaped Carbide Bur, Package of 10 - #15002 US$ 21.53 +Info

416607 SS WHITE - FG #700 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack... US$ 18.25 +Info

416608 SS WHITE - FG #701 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack... US$ 18.84 +Info

416604 SS WHITE - FG #702 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack... US$ 18.84 +Info

416609 SS WHITE - FG #703 SL (surgical length) taper fissure crosscut carbide bur, pack... US$ 19.03 +Info

416605 SS WHITE - SL BUR CARBIDE FG 1702 5PK - 14074-5 US$ 18.25 +Info

416606 SS WHITE - FG #1703 SL (Surgical Length) Round End Taper Cross Cut Fissure - #14... US$ 19.03 +Info

416667 SS WHITE - FG #1557 SL (surgical length) straight dome crosscut carbide bur, pac... US$ 19.03 +Info

Bur Carbide RA

Code Name Price +
416610 SS WHITE - RA #2 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch - #... US$ 19.15 +Info

416611 SS WHITE - RA #4 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch - #... US$ 17.62 +Info

416612 SS WHITE - RA #6 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch - #... US$ 18.43 +Info

Round 5 Pk
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Code Name Price +
057-14004 SS WHITE - FG #4 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur, pack of 5 burs - #14004-5 US$ 18.84 +Info

057-14116 SS WHITE - RA-6SL Surgical Lenght Round #6 - 5pk - #14116-5 US$ 19.70 +Info

Surgical Length 

Code Name Price +
057-14112 SS WHITE - RA #2 SL (surgical length) round carbide bur for slow speed latch - #... US$ 17.84 +Info

Burs Carbide

Transmetal Burs Great White

GREAT WHITE GW CARBIDE BURS - GOLD SERIES
GREAT WHITE GW? CARBIDE BURS

Great White? Gold Series Burs are engineered using a proprietary design
that revolutionized the carbide bur market. 
Proven to cut the hardest and most challenging dental material such as
composite and semi-precious metals with greater efficiency and less chatter. 
Great White? Gold Burs significantly reduce restoration removal and
preparation time, saving clinicians up to 50 hours per year in operatory time. 
Great White? Z Diamonds are engineered for superior cutting of ceramic and
zirconia-based crowns during crown removal, endodontic access and lab
procedures

ADVANTAGES!
* Superior neck strength virtually eliminate breakage concern
* Cuts all hard materials including non & semi-precious metal, amalgam &
composite
* Multi-functional bur that reduces rotary inventory, streamlines order process
* Cuts even hard materials smoothly, increasing patient satisfaction

 RESTORATION REMOVAL 

Code Name Price +
57-15064 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW2S (short shank) straight fissure restorative ... US$ 38.93 +Info

FLAT END 

Code Name Price +
57-18218 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW557 straight fissure restorative removal carbi... US$ 40.30 +Info

57-18220 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #557 SL Straight Fissure Restorative Removal Carb... US$ 26.46 +Info

STRAIGHT 

Code Name Price +
57-18221 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW1557 straight fissure restorative removal carb... US$ 40.14 +Info

TAPERED 
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Code Name Price +
57-18223 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW701 taper fissure restorative removal carbide ... US$ 35.72 +Info

57-18224 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #702 Shape: Taper/Flat End Cross Cut. Removal car... US$ 36.64 +Info

GW BURS GREAT WHITE - SSWHITE
GW BURS GREAT WHITE - SSWHITE

SS White carbide cutting heads are made with high quality fine-grain
tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer
compared to less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. 
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear.
Less expensive, large particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large
particles break from the blade or cutting edge. 
For shank construction, SS White uses surgical grade stainless steel, which
resists corrosion during sterilization processes used in the dental office.

AVALAIBLE: 3 Pk- 10 Pk

 

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE

To redeem Free Goods: On or before July 31, 2018 send Dealer Invoice copy
ONLY by email: freegoods@sswhitedental.com Promotions for doctor

end-user and must be redeemed by qualifying practice. Invoices cannot be
combined. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

 

       5pk

Great White

Code Name Price +
416617 SS WHITE - GW Great White #4SL Round 5pk (corte metal - crown removers) #1820.5-5 US$ 26.53 +Info

416619 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #6R SL Round Restorative Removal Carbide Bur, 5/P... US$ 26.53 +Info

416618 SS WHITE - GW Great White #558LSL 5pk (corte metal - crown removers) #18226-5 US$ 36.23 +Info

416616 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW1557 SL Straight Fissure Round End Carbide Bur... US$ 27.70 +Info

Great White Ultra

Code Name Price +
416613 SS WHITE - Great White Ultra FG #847.018 Flat End Taper Carbide Bur, Package of ... US$ 31.22 +Info

416614 SS WHITE - Great White Ultra FG #856.018 Round End Taper Carbide Bur, Package of... US$ 32.26 +Info

416615 SS WHITE - Great White Ultra FG #856.020 Round End Taper Carbide Bur, Package of... US$ 32.33 +Info

Restoration Removal

Code Name Price +
416659 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW2R round restorative removal carbide bur, pack... US$ 40.31 +Info
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Round & Round Diamond

Code Name Price +
416643 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW6R round restorative removal carbide bur, pack... US$ 37.40 +Info

416644 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW8R round restorative removal carbide bur, pack... US$ 37.40 +Info

416646 SS WHITE - GW Z 801-014 Round Diamond 5pk US$ 39.30 +Info

416645 SS WHITE - GW Z 379-023 Diamond 5pk US$ 46.29 +Info

416647 SS WHITE - GW Z 801-018 Round Diamond 5pk US$ 45.42 +Info

416650 SS WHITE - Great White Z FG #856.018 Round End Taper Zirconia Cutting Diamond Bu... US$ 44.54 +Info

Shoulder & Chanfer

Code Name Price +
057-GREAT_WHIT-0

022
SS WHITE - Great White Ultra FG #847.016 Flat End Taper Carbide Bur, Package of ... US$ 33.65 +Info

057-GREAT_WHIT-0
020

SS WHITE - Great White Ultra FG #856.016 Round End Taper Carbide Burs 5/Pk. Work... US$ 29.64 +Info

10pk

Cylinder

Code Name Price +
057-18217 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW556 straight fissure restorative removal carbi... US$ 40.31 +Info

057-18218 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW557 straight fissure restorative removal carbi... US$ 38.24 +Info

057-18219 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW557S (short shank) straight fissure restorativ... US$ 35.63 +Info

057-18222 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW558 straight fissure restorative removal carbi... US$ 40.31 +Info

Great White

Code Name Price +
416620 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW1 pear shaped restorative removal carbide bur,... US$ 37.40 +Info

416621 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW1S (short shank) pear shaped restorative remov... US$ 40.31 +Info

416623 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW330 pear shaped restorative removal carbide bu... US$ 38.65 +Info

416624 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW330S (short shank) pear shaped restorative rem... US$ 40.31 +Info

Restoration Removal

Code Name Price +
57-15062 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW2 straight fissure restorative removal carbide... US$ 37.82 +Info

Round

Code Name Price +
416625 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW4R round restorative removal carbide bur, pack... US$ 38.65 +Info

Tapered

Code Name Price +
057-18223 SS WHITE - Great White Gold FG #GW701 taper fissure restorative removal carbide ... US$ 40.31 +Info

057-18224 borrar US$ 40.31 +Info
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SS WHITE - 470536 GW Ultra Chanfer 5pk
SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE BURS 
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE - SS WHITE BURS
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in
the powerful cutting performance of our burs. SS White burs are engineered
to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most popular
procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485,
EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is
manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the
importance of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality
Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality
Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways,
always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid
carbide burs are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten carbide, which
produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten
carbide, retain shape even as they wear. Less expensive, large SS White
particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break from the
blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical
factors must be monitored and considered in the manufacturing process to
ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White Carbide Bur.
Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the
highest quality of carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for
quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White
Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade design and anglesConcentricity of
the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and
durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for
concentricity of shank and head profiles during manufacturing. The result is a
well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to the
rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and
procedural comfort for you and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of
continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing of dental
instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental
profession and we continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty
carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that
compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 

US$ 33.68
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Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks.Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral
angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance. SS White
burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment process and
controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive strength and durability of
an SS White bur.
SS WHITE is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series restoration
removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use for rapid and precise
removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams, composites, and porcelains. Designed
for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an ideal cavity
form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

HOUSE BRAND - 116325 TRNS-MET FG-856 23/023 10pk
SHARK - Tapered Round End Each
Transmetal Burs Great White 
# 116325 

Features:
Surgical side cutting Burs with cutting hemispherical tip

Bur Type: Tapered Round 

Length: 23 mm 

Package: prices by unit and sold by blister of 10 units

US$ 15.98
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Size: FG # 856

 

Burs Carbide

Trimming & Finishing Burs

Alpen FG #7404 - 12 Flute Egg Shape
FG #7404 - 12 Flute Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Bur, pack of 5 burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7406 - 12 Flute Egg Shape
FG #7406 - 12 Flute Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Bur, pack of 5 burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7408 - 12 Flute Egg Shape
FG #7408 - 12 Flute Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Bur, pack of 5 burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7572 - 12 Flute Straight
FG #7572 - 12 Flute Straight Cylinder Trimming and Finishing Bur, pack of 5
burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #7642 - 12 Flute Round End
FG #7642 - 12 Flute Round End Taper Trimming & Finishing Bur, Pack of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

SS WHITE-416642 CARBIDE FG #7904G  5pk
SS WHITE- CARBIDE FG #7904G 5pk - (Burs) - #14080-5SS WHITE DENTAL CARBIDE
BURS    
POWERFUL CUTTING PERFORMANCE  -  SS WHITE BURS 
Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and spiral angulation

US$ 44.97
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combined with our specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting performance of our
burs. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate & performance for the most
popular procedures.
CONSISTENT QUALITY - SS WHITE BURS SS White is ISO 13485, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which
means an SS White bur is manufactured to the highest quality standards. SS White reflects the importance
of manufacturing to the highest standard of quality in its Quality Policy which states:
Total commitment to ISO 13485, MDD 93/42 EEC Annex II and Total Quality Manufacturing - SS WHITE BURS 
Provide customers with the highest valued products and services
Pursue continuous improvement
Focus on customer needs
You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur in all ways, always.
What makes a carbide blade sharper and last longer?SS White solid carbide burs are made with high quality
fine-grain tungsten carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to less
expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as
they wear. Less expensive, large SS White particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large particles break
from the blade or cutting edge.
What are The Technical Requirements for Quality Carbide Burs?Critical factors must be monitored and
considered in the manufacturing process to ensure the consistent, high-quality performance of an SS White
Carbide Bur. Our extensive experience and knowledge results in the production of the highest quality of
carbide burs by adhering to the 4 technical requirements for quality in manufactured carbide burs:
These essential requirements are: ( and they are present in SS White Burs ) High grade of raw materialsBlade
design and anglesConcentricity of the burQuality Control.Our expertise is evident in production of carbide
instruments with: powerful cutting performance; maximum strength and durability; and consistent quality.
All Carbides Are Not AlikeSS White adheres to strict tolerances for concentricity of shank and head profiles
during manufacturing. The result is a well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration when subjected to
the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece and maximizes performance and procedural comfort for you
and your patient.SS White brings over 160 years of continuous improvement in the design and manufacturing
of dental instruments. In 1947, SS White introduced the first carbide bur to the dental profession and we
continue to innovate operative, finishing and specialty carbide burs to serve the needs of modern dentistry.

SS WHITE CARBIDE BURS 
MAIN FEATURES - SS WHITE BURS High grade of raw materials that compose the bur
Blade design and angles of the bur ss white  MAYUSCULAS 
The bur has concentricity 
Quality control of the carbide bur 
Powerful cutting performance SS White
The carbide bur ss white has a maximum strength and durability
Consistent quality of SS White burs 
Well-balanced carbide that: delivers minimal vibration
when subjected to the rotational speeds of the dental hand-piece 
The carbide bur ss white maximizes performance and procedural comfort
SS WHITE DIAMOND BURSMAIN FEATURES  SS WHITE DIAMOND BURS 
High Grade of raw materials 
Uniform diamond particle size
Uniform coating of the diamond bur SS White
Optimum embedding of diamond particles and,
precisely ground blanks in bur SS White
Perfectly concentric instruments that produce no noticeable vibration or chatter using this tipe of diamond
bur ss white

OPERATIVE BURS SS WHITE 
Available with FG, RA (latch) and HP shanks. Carefully designed blade structure, rake angle, flute depth and
spiral angulation combined with specially formulated tungsten carbide results in the powerful cutting
performance. SS White burs are engineered to deliver the most efficient cutting rate and performance for the
most popular procedures.
Proper selection of tungsten carbide and high quality steel combined with a specialized heat treatment
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process and controlled welding operation creates the optimum conditions required to attain the impressive
strength and durability of an SS White bur.
 SS WHITE  is ISO 9001, EN46001 and CE Mark Certified which means an SS White bur is manufactured to the
highest quality standards. You can depend on the consistent quality of a SS White bur.
GREAT WHITE BURS With enhanced blade geometry and increased dentates, Great White Gold Series
restoration removal burs cut faster than standard crosscut burs and smoother than straight-bladed burs. Use
for rapid and precise removal of all types of semi- and non-precious crowns and bridges, amalgams,
composites, and porcelains. Designed for rapid preparation and tooth reduction with a minimum of chatter.

Complete bulk reduction; cut through old amalgam and finish with one instrument.
Dentated carbide specifically designed for superb cutting action.
Cuts fast with minimal clogging.
Smooth tip helps ensure marginal integrity.
FISSUROTOMY SS WHITE BURS 
Tapered FG carbide bur cuts a minimally invasive groove in suspect pits and fissures to detect hidden caries.
Conservative design allows the explorer to accurately diagnose the presence of decay and also create an
ideal cavity form for restoration. Smaller than 1/4 round bur.

Alpen FG #7653 - 12 Flute Round End
FG #7653 - 12 Flute Round End Taper Trimming & Finishing Bur, Pack of 5
Burs.

US$ 51.63

Alpen FG #9214 30 Blade Tapered Tri
FG #9214 30 Blade Tapered Trimming and Finishing Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9404 30 blade Egg Shaped
FG #9404 30 blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Bur, Package of 5
burs.

US$ 88.59
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Alpen FG #9408 30 blade Egg Shaped
FG #9408 30 blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing bur, package of 5 burs.

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9572 30 blade Straight Cy
FG #9572 30 blade Straight Cylinder Trimming and Finishing Bur, Package of 5
burs.

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9714 30 Blade Tapered Tri
FG #9714 30 Blade Tapered Trimming and Finishing Bur, Package of 5 Burs.

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9802 30 blade Bullet shap
FG #9802 30 blade Bullet shaped Trimming and Finishing bur, package of 5
burs.

US$ 88.59

Alpen FG #9803 30 blade Bullet shap
FG #9803 30 blade Bullet shaped Trimming and Finishing bur, package of 5
burs.

US$ 88.59

CTF FINISHING BURS - SHOFU
CTF FINISHING BURS - SHOFU

Advantages:
The CTF Finisher has a safe-end tip that is designed to trim and finish subgingival cosmetic
restorations.  Shofu Robot Carbide CTF Finishers incorporate a high quality tungsten carbide
finishing head on a stainless steel shank.
*  Trim and finish subgingival cosmetic restorations without damaging the subgingival tissue
*   Available in three blade types: 8, 16 (yellow-banded shank) and 30 (white-banded shank)
*  8 blades: rapid trimming and contouring; 
*  16 blades: fine finishing (F); 30 blades: ultra fine finishing (UF)
*  Maximum speed 450,000 rpm
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*  Use Robot Carbide FG Finishers for: all types of restorative materials

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized SHOFU Dealer in the US.

Maximum RPM 300,000

Code Name Price +
111772 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0761-3 8 Blades-3pk Length 3.0 Head Size 008 - #0761 3 US$ 30.35 +Info

111773 SHOFU Robot Finisher 16 Blades-3pk Length 3.0 Head Size 008 #0762-3 US$ 28.16 +Info

111774 SHOFU Robot Finisher-30 Blades-3pk Length 3.0 Head Size 008 #0763-3 US$ 32.20 +Info

111781 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0770-3 8 Blades-3pk Length 9.0 Head Size 14 - #0770 3 US$ 25.42 +Info

111782 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0771-3 14 Blades-3pk Length 9.0 Head Size 16 US$ 27.70 +Info

Maximum RPM 450,000

Code Name Price +
111775 SHOFU Robot Finisher - 8 Blades-3pk Length 4.2 Head Size 10 - #0764 3 US$ 24.25 +Info

111776 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0765-3 16 Blades-3pk Length 4.2 Head Size 10 - #0765 3 US$ 27.70 +Info

111777 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0766-3-30 Blades-3pk Length 4.2 Head Size 10 #0766-3 US$ 31.19 +Info

111778 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0767-3 8 Blades 3pk - Length 6.0 Head Size 14 - #0767 3 US$ 24.25 +Info

111779 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0768-3 16 Blades-3pk Length 6.0 Head Size 14 - #0768-3 US$ 27.70 +Info

111780 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0769-3-30 Blades-3pk Length 6.0 Head Size 14 #0769-3 US$ 31.19 +Info

111783 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0772-3-30 Blades-3pk Length 9.0 Head Size 14 #0772-3 US$ 31.19 +Info

DentalRee FG #7404 12-Blade Egg Sha
FG #7404 12-Blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, 5/pk carbide
burs.

US$ 20.99

DentalRee FG #7406 Egg Shaped 12 Bl
FG #7406 Egg Shaped 12 Blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk.

US$ 20.99

FG FINISHING BURS - SHOFU
FG FINISHING BURS  - SHOFU

 

Advantage:
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The FG Finishers are for trimming and finishing all types of restorative materials, in both the anterior and posterior
regions.

*  High quality 10 and 12 blade tungsten carbide finishing head on a stainless steel shank
* Surface finish of all types of restorative materials, both anterior and posterior regions
* Maximum speed 450,000 rpm
* FG Finishers can be used for all types of restorative materials

 

Designed for trimming and finishing.

 

Code Name Price +
111765 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0727 10 Blades-3pk Length 8.0 Head Size 014mm #727 US$ 20.32 +Info

111771 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0743 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.6 Head Size 012mm - #0743 US$ 18.15 +Info

111769 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0741 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.6 Head Size 009mm - #0741 US$ 17.53 +Info

111766 SHOFU Robot Finisher 0736 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.2 Head Size 009mm - #0736 US$ 18.15 +Info

111764 SHOFU FG Robot Finisher 0719 Fg 10 Blades-3pk Length 4.2 Head Size 023mm - #0719 US$ 17.11 +Info

111763 SHOFU FG Robot Finisher 9718 Fg 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.5 Head Size 018mm - #0718 US$ 18.15 +Info

111762 SHOFU FG Robot Finisher 0717 Fg 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.1 Head Size 014mm - #0717 US$ 18.15 +Info

111761 SHOFU FG Robot Finisher 0710 Fg 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.8 Head Size 018mm - #0710 US$ 9.24 +Info

111760 SHOFU FG Robot Finisher 0709 Fg 10 Blades-3pk Length 3.5 Head Size 014mm - #0709 US$ 18.15 +Info

111759 SHOFU Robot Carbide Fg Finisher - Sh41 018 3pk Number of Blades 12 Head Size 018... US$ 18.15 +Info

111758 SHOFU Robot Carbide Fg Finisher - Sh41 014 3pk Number of Blades 12 Head Size 014... US$ 18.15 +Info

DentalRee FG #7408 12-Blade Egg Sha
FG #7408 12-Blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, 5/pk carbide
burs.

US$ 20.99

FG TRIMING & FINISHING BURS - SHARK
FG TRIMING & FINISHING BURS - SHARK

Features
Shark carbide burs are made from the highest quality, fine grade tungsten
carbide, using a unique method of construction. 

The superior quality of these burs is archived by advanced manufacturing
techniques using the very lastest equipment backed by 20 strict inspections
and control procedures throughout the process. 

Our tungsten carbide burs not only meet, but greatly exceed stringent ISO,
FDA BSI and CE European standards.
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    EGG 

Code Name Price +
102672 SHARK- Egg Medium - 12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7406 -10pk - Trimming & Fini... US$ 20.24 +Info

102671 SHARK- Egg Small -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7404 - Each - Trimming & Finis... US$ 23.76 +Info

    FLAME

Code Name Price +
102678 SHARK- Short Flame -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7802 -10pk Trimming & Finish... US$ 20.24 +Info

  ROUND

Code Name Price +
102664 SHARK- Round -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) - #TF7006 - 10 pk -Each- Trimming & F... US$ 22.93 +Info

 LONG TAPER  FLAT END 

Code Name Price +
102670 SHARK- Long Tapper Flat end -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7205 - Each Trimmin... US$ 20.46 +Info

102669 SHARK- Long Tapper Flat end -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7204 -10pk Trimming... US$ 17.60 +Info

 LONG TAPER ROUND END 

Code Name Price +
102690 SHARK- Long Tapper Round End Large -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7664 -10pk T... US$ 20.46 +Info

102701 SHARK- Long Tapper Round End Medium -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) - #FF971310pk ... US$ 21.84 +Info

 NEEDLE POINTED

Code Name Price +
102681 SHARK- Long Tapper Needle Pointed -12 Blades ( Multiple Blades) #TF7714 -10pk Tr... US$ 20.24 +Info

KIT

Code Name Price +
102710 SHARK- Gold Estetic Trimming & Finishing Kit for Composites and Veneers - 6pk ( ... US$ 20.76 +Info
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FINISHING MULTIPLE BLADE BURS - SSWHITE
FINISHING MULTIPLE BLADE BURS - SSWHITE

SS White carbide cutting heads are made with high quality fine-grain tungsten
carbide, which produces a blade that is sharper and wears longer compared to
less expensive coarse grain tungsten carbide. 
Blades made of fine grain tungsten carbide, retain shape even as they wear.
Less expensive, large particle tungsten carbide dulls quickly as the large
particles break from the blade or cutting edge. 
For shank construction, SS White uses surgical grade stainless steel, which
resists corrosion during sterilization processes used in the dental office.

Avalaible: 5 Pk

 

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE

To redeem Free Goods: On or before July 31, 2018 send Dealer Invoice copy
ONLY by email: freegoods@sswhitedental.com Promotions for doctor end-user

and must be redeemed by qualifying practice. Invoices cannot be combined.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

 

 

FG

Code Name Price +
057-14308 SS WHITE - FG #9008 30 blade Round finishing bur, Package of 5 - #14308-5 US$ 82.69 +Info

416602 SS WHITE - FG #7406 12 blade Egg T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15095-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

416601 SS WHITE - FG #7404 12 blade Egg T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15106-5 US$ 42.97 +Info

057-15090 SS WHITE - FG #7008 12 blade round finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15090-5 US$ 46.47 +Info

057-14313 SS-WHITE - FG Tapered 30 Blade Burs #FF9713 5pk - Trimming & Finishing #14313 US$ 16.24 +Info

057-15702 SS WHITE - FG #7702 12 Blade Taper T&F Bur, pack of 5 burs - #15702-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

416603 SS WHITE - FG #7408 12 blade Egg shaped T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15408-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15713 SS WHITE - FG Tapered 12 Blade Burs #7713 5pk - Trimming & Finishing #15713 - 15... US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15091 SS WHITE - FG #7104 12 blade flame finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15091-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15108 SS WHITE - FG #7108 12 blade flame finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15108-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15094 SS WHITE - FG #7106 12 blade flame finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15094-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-14343 SS WHITE - FG #9903 30 blade needle shaped finishing bur, package of 5 - #14343-5 US$ 82.69 +Info

057-14314 SS WHITE - FG #9904 30 blade needle shaped finishing bur, package of 5 - #14314-5 US$ 82.69 +Info

057-15121 SS WHITE - FG #7901 12 blade Needle T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15121-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15204 SS WHITE - FG #7204, 12 Blade Cone Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur - #... US$ 49.47 +Info

057-15205 SS WHITE - FG #7205 12 Blade Cone Shaped Trimming and Finishing Carbide Bur - #1... US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15206 SS WHITE - FG Cone 12 Blade Burs #7206 5pk - Trimming & Finishing #15206 - 15206-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-16002 SS WHITE - FG CFT2 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur, pack of 5 burs - #16002-5 US$ 42.97 +Info

057-16003 SS WHITE - FG CFT3 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur, pack of 5 burs - #16003-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-14342 SS WHITE - FG #9642 30 blade extra long taper finishing bur, package of 5 - #143... US$ 82.69 +Info
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057-15642 SS WHITE - FG #7642 12 blade extra long taper finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #1... US$ 48.47 +Info

057-14316 SS WHITE - FG #9406 30 blade egg shaped finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #14316-5 US$ 82.69 +Info

057-15092 SS WHITE - FG #7803 12 blade Bullet T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15092-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

057-15303 SS WHITE - FG Inverted Taper 12 Blade Burs #7303 5pk - Trimming & Finishing #153... US$ 48.47 +Info

057-16001 SS WHITE - FG CFT1 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur, pack of 5 burs - #16001-5 US$ 42.97 +Info

458936 SS WHITE - FG #7902 12 Blade Needle T&F Bur, 100pk burs  - #13621 US$ 837.60 +Info

457938 SS WHITE - FG #7902 12 blade Needle T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15093-5 US$ 48.26 +Info

458938 SS WHITE - FG #7379 12 Blade Egg Shaped T&F Bur, pack of 100 Bur - #13626 US$ 837.60 +Info

457989 SS WHITE - FG #7903 12 blade Needle T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15903-5 US$ 48.26 +Info

458940 SS WHITE - FG #7878 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur 5/Pk - #15878-5 US$ 48.26 +Info

457990 SS WHITE - FG #7802 12 blade Bullet T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15802-5 US$ 48.26 +Info

458023 SS WHITE - FG #7801 12 blade Bullet T&F bur, pack of 5 burs - #15801-5 US$ 48.26 +Info

458071 SS WHITE - FG #7675 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur 5/Pk. Head diameter 1.6mm -... US$ 48.26 +Info

458934 SS WHITE - FG #7406 12 Blade Egg Shaped T&F Bur, pack of 100 Bur - #13624 US$ 837.60 +Info

458935 SS WHITE - FG #7375 12 Blade Tapered Fissure T&F Bur 5/Pk. Head diameter 1.6mm -... US$ 48.26 +Info

Finishing Bur

Code Name Price +
416600 SS WHITE - FG #7378 12 blade Egg Shaped T and F bur, package of 5 burs - #15370-5 US$ 46.47 +Info

416599 SS WHITE - FG #7006 12 blade Round finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15088-5 US$ 44.97 +Info

416598 SS WHITE - FG #7004 12 blade Round finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15086-5 US$ 44.97 +Info

416597 SS WHITE - FG #7379 12 blade egg shaped finishing bur, pack of 5 burs - #15379-5 US$ 48.47 +Info

BUFFALO - 425134 HP Mollo-Cutter Stee
HP Mollo-Cutter Steel Burs, Set of Three Burs.

US$ 55.10

HP TRIMMING AND FINISHING - DEDECO

Code Name Price +
428614 Midgets mini FG rubberized green po US$ 34.31 +Info

441705 iSmile Amalgam & Gold Polishers - F US$ 14.99 +Info

428616 Midgets #138 FG rubberized green po US$ 34.00 +Info

441706 iSmile Amalgam & Gold Polishers - T US$ 14.99 +Info

428617 Midgets #15 FG rubberized black coa US$ 34.31 +Info

445107 Worker Burs FG #1958 Bur for Bulk R US$ 49.16 +Info

428639 Midgets #15 FG rubberized green poi US$ 34.31 +Info

445269 Worker Burs FG #1931 Bur for Bulk R US$ 49.16 +Info

432189 Alpen x1 FG #813.014 Coarse Grit, D US$ 47.43 +Info

439087 iSmile Amalgam & Gold Polishers - F US$ 14.99 +Info

428569 Midgets #138 FG rubberized black co US$ 34.31 +Info

439088 iSmile Amalgam & Gold Polishers - S US$ 14.99 +Info

428582 Midgets mini FG rubberized black co US$ 26.21 +Info

439221 iSmile Amalgam & Gold Polishers - T US$ 14.99 +Info
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iSmile FG #7002 Round 12-blade Trim
FG #7002 Round 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine precision
quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7006 Round 12-blade Trim
FG #7006 Round 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine precision
quality with exceptional value.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7102 Flame 12-blade Trim
FG #7102 Flame 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine precision
quality with exceptional value.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7103 - Interproximal 12-
FG #7103 - Interproximal 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine
precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7108 Flame 12-blade Trim
FG #7108 Flame 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine precision
quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 2.3mm.

US$ 23.99

NeoBurr FG #7104 12-Blade Trimming
FG #7104 12-Blade Trimming & Finishing Flame Bur. Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00
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iSmile FG #7204 Flat End Taper 12-b
FG #7204 Flat End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine
precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7206 Flat End Taper 12-b
FG #7206 Flat End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk. Combine
precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.8mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7642 Round End Taper 12-
FG #7642 Round End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk.
Combine precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.0mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7653 Round End Taper 12-
FG #7653 Round End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk.
Combine precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.2mm.

US$ 23.99

iSmile FG #7664 Round End Taper 12-
FG #7664 Round End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk.
Combine precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.4mm.

US$ 23.99

NeoBurr FG #7106 12-Blade Flame Sha
FG #7106 12-Blade Flame Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, Package
of 25 burs.

US$ 198.00
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iSmile FG #7675 Round End Taper 12-
FG #7675 Round End Taper 12-blade Trimming & Finishing Bur 5/Pk.
Combine precision quality with exceptional value. Diameter: 1.6mm.

US$ 23.99

NeoBurr FG #7404 12-Blade Egg Shape
FG #7404 12-Blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, Pack of 25
burs.

US$ 198.00

NeoBurr FG #7406 12-Blade Egg Shape
FG #7406 12-Blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, Pack of 25
burs. Sterilized.

US$ 198.00

NeoBurr FG #7408 12-Blade Egg Shape
FG #7408 12-Blade Egg Shaped Trimming and Finishing Burs, Pack of 25
burs.

US$ 198.00

NeoBurr FG #H274 Flame Shaped "Neum
FG #H274 Flame Shaped "Neumeyer" 12 Blade Trimming and Finishing
Carbide Bur, Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

NeoBurr FG #H48L10 Flame Shaped "Ne
FG #H48L10 Flame Shaped "Neumeyer" 12 Blade Trimming and Finishing
Carbide Bur, Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

Pac-Dent FG #7664 12 blade Trimming
FG #7664 12 blade Trimming and Finishing bur, single bur. *Compare to Midwest FG 7664

US$ 8.98
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NeoBurr FG #H48L12 Flame Shaped "Ne
FG #H48L12 Flame Shaped "Neumeyer" 12 Blade Trimming and Finishing
Carbide Bur, Package of 25 Burs.

US$ 198.00

Pac-Dent FG #7104 12 blade Trimming
FG #7104 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7106 12 blade Trimming
FG #7106 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7106 12 blade Trimming
FG #7106 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7408 12 blade Trimming
FG #7408 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7408 12 blade Trimming
FG #7408 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7714 12 blade Trimming
FG #7714 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 6.99

Pac-Dent FG #7801 12 blade Trimming
FG #7801 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7903 12 blade Trimming
FG #7903 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98
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Pac-Dent FG #7901 12 blade Trimming
FG #7901 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #7901 12 blade Trimming
FG #7901 12 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 8.98

Pac-Dent FG #9906 30 blade Trimming
FG #9906 30 blade Trimming and Finishing Burs, Single bur.

US$ 5.99
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